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Abstract

We have carried out an analysis of helicity and partial-wave amplitudes for the 

decay of D  mesons to two vector mesons ViV2, D V\V2. In particular we have 

studied the Cabibbo-favored decays D f  —► p<f> and D —► K 'p  in the factorization 

approximation using several models for the form factors. All the models, with the ex

ception of one, generate partial-wave amplitudes with the hierarchy | S | > | P | > | D | .  

Even though in most models the D-wave amplitude is an order of magnitude smaller 

than the 5-wave amplitude, its effect on the longitudinal polarization could be as 

large as 30%. Due to a misidentification of the partial-wave amplitudes in terms of 

the Lorentz structures in the relevant literature, we cast doubt on the veracity of the 

listed data for the decay D -» K'p, particularly the partial-wave branching ratios.

We have also investigated the effect of the isospin 5, J p =  0+ resonant state 

A'o(1950) on the decays D° —► K°r) and D° —► K Qrf as a function of the branching 

ratio sum r =  £r(A'o(1950) —► K °t}) +  £r(A'o(1950) -> K°rf’) and the coupling con

stants k°ti' and We have used a factorized input for the D° —> A'q (1950)

weak transition through a itK  loop. We estimated both on- and off-shell contribu

tions from the loop. Our calculation shows that the off-shell effects are significant. 

For r > 30% a fit to the decay amplitude | .4(£>° -> K°tj') \ was possible, but the 

amplitude A{D° -> K °t]) remained at its factorized value and hence a branching 

ratio too low compared to data. For small values of r. r  < 18%. we were able to fit 

| A{D° -* K°tj) |, and despite the fact that | A(D° -*■ K°t]') | could be raised by 

almost 100% over its factorized value, it still falls short of its experimental value. A 

simultaneous fit to both amplitudes | A{D° —> K Qrf) \ and | A(D° —> K°r}) \ was not 

possible. We have also determined the strong phase of the resonant amplitudes for 

both decays.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Hadronic weak decays of the charm D meson to two mesons Mi, M2 have been exten

sively studied both theoretically [1]—[3] and experimentally [4. 5]. At the theoretical 

level the effective weak Hamiltonian for the nonleptonic decay of the D meson is ex

pressed in terms of local four-quark operators, Oi{fx), with Wilson coefficients Ct{n) 

to be computed in perturbation theory at the appropriate scale

(i. i)

where \ ? KM are products of CKM matrix elements. The estimation of the hadronic 

matrix element,

A(D -> M,M2) = E Af't"Ci00<.W„Vj | OiUi) I D), (1.2)
is of fundamental importance in any phenomenological analysis of the process D —> 

Mi M2 . However, a systematic calculation of the matrix elements A[D —► Mi M 2 ) 

from first principles is not yet possible.

In most of the previous analyses, the evaluation of A(D  -» Mi M2 ) was based 

on the factorization assumption of Bauer, Stech, and M. Wirbel (BSW) [1] which 

utilizes model form factors. In this approximation the operators 0* are replaced by a 

product of hadronic currents J^, Oi = J* which mimic the quark current of weak
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interactions. This leads to an effective weak Hamiltonian for hadronic D decay of the 

form

H = a.\Oi + Q.2 O2 , (1-3)

where the phenomenological parameters a* are related to the Wilson coefficients C, 

by ai(2) =  Ci(2) +  - 7̂  with N  the number of colors. In this approach the decay 

amplitude can be approximated by the product of two current matrix elements

(MxM2 I | D) ~  (Mx | J " | 0)<M2 I | D). (1.4)

Then, each of the matrix elements is expressed in terms of meson decay constants 

and generally model dependent form factors.

Since the final state in nonleptonic decay involves hadrons, there are strong final 

state interaction (FSI) effects which cannot be overlooked. Being non-perturbative 

such effects are difficult to treat. FSI are neglected in the factorization prescription 

of hadronic decays. The importance of FSI in the hadronic decays of D mesons 

has been known for a long time[6]. The weak decay amplitude picks up a phase 

factor exp(i<J.y)> where S \  is the strong phase shift in the appropriate amplitude ( 

partial wave, isospin, ...)[?]. The most dramatic effect of F S I  is induced by the 

interference between different amplitudes which depends on their respective phase 

differences [1. 6, 8].

Of particular interest is the decay of D mesons into two vector mesons Vir2: they 

are much richer than the decay to two pseudoscalars or a pseudoscalar and a vector 

meson. The hadronic matrix element

•4(0->ViV'2) =  (ViVi | t t |£>>,  (1.5)

involves three invariant amplitudes which can be expressed in terms of three different, 

but equivalent, bases:

•  the helicity basis | +  +), | ---- ), |00),

•  the partial-wave basis (or the LS-basis) |S), |P ). |jD)

2
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•  the transversity basis |0), | ||), | _L).

The amplitude A(D  —> ViF2) can be analyzed in any of these three bases. In the 

BSW model [1, 9], A(D  —> V1V2) depends on three invariant form factors Ai(q2). 

A?(q2), and V(q2). What is not known at this stage is the behavior of these invariant 

form factors. Usually one appeals to theoretical models to evaluate these form factors 

and obtain numerical results to be compared with experimental data.

At the experimental level, while the branching ratio and the longitudinal polar

ization in D f  -» p+<f> have been measured recently [4, 5], the data on D —> K*p were 

available for almost a decade [4]. Although the data for the latter decay are quoted 

either in terms of the helicity branching ratios or the partial-wave branching ratios, 

much of the effort in the past was devoted to understanding mainly the decay rate 

T(D -» l ' i l 2) [1. 2]. Studies based on the factorization model were carried out by 

Bauer el al. [1] and Kamal et al. [2]. Approaches based on flavor SU{3) symmetry 

and broken SU(3) symmetry were pursued also by Kamal et al. [2] and by Hinchliffe 

and Kaeding [2]. Bedaque et al. [2] have carried out a pole-dominance model calcu

lation. In particular the decays, D+ 0p+ and D —► K 'p ,  has been studied within

the context of factorization by Kamal et al. [2] . The decay £>+ -> opT has been 

studied also by Gourdin et al. [10]. Subsequently, nonfactorization contributions were 

included in the decay D ->■ K 'p  by the authors of [11] and in the decay D j  -> op+ 

by the authors of [12].

Xo study of the helicity and partial wave amplitudes of the process D —► l ' t l 2 has 

been undertaken in the past. It is evident that the completeness of helicity partial 

wave bases requires that the total branching ratio B  for D V\V2 should be equal to 

the sum of the helicity branching ratios or the sum of partial wave branching ratios. 

However, the data, specially on D° —» K'°p°, does not meet this requirement.

The two-body hadronic weak decays of D° involving 77 and rf in the final state 

are not well understood theoretically. For example calculations in the factorization 

approximation not only underestimate the decay rates for D° —> K °t] and D° —> K ° t]\

3
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but it also generates r(D° —> K ° t] )  > T(D° -> K Qrf) in contradiction with the 

experiment [4]. Verma, et al. [13] had studied these decays in the factorization 

approximation but included the annihilation term. They found that unlikely large 

annihilation form factors for K  -* 77 and K  -> t{ transitions were required in order 

to bridge the gap between theory and experiment. Reference [14] on the other hand 

introduced nonfactorized contributions and used a flavor-SC/(3) parameterization for 

the nonfactorized matrix elements to fit the data.

The decays D° —► K ° t]  and D° —> K Qrf have a single isospin final state. Con

sequently. isospin interference effects are absent. However, the D meson lies in a 

resonance region and resonant F S I  could lead to a change in the magnitude of the 

decay amplitude.

Motivated by the measurement of the rate T, the longitudinal polarization Pi in 

D~ —> p+o and the internal inconsistency of the data on D —> K*p and the fact that 

the factorization approximation gives decay rates r(D° —► A'077) and r (£>0 —> K Qrf) 

below experimental values, we have undertaken a theoretical analysis of the helicity 

and partial wave amplitudes for the decay, D —> V V’2. assuming factorization and 

using several models for the form factors. In particular we have studied the following 

decays D j  —>■ p+o. D° —> K*~p+, D + —> K ,0p+ and D° —> K ’°p°. We have also 

included the effects of final state interactions (FSI) by working with the partial wave 

amplitudes as the dependence of the polarization on the partial wave phase is more 

obvious in this basis. Wre have also investigated the final state interaction involving 

the resonance A'q(1950) on the decays D° —► K°r} and D° -> K°rf.

The thesis is organized as follows:

• In chapter two we discuss the effective weak Hamiltonian used in the phe

nomenological analysis of hadronic decays of D  mesons. W*e start by deriving 

the weak Hamiltonian ignoring QCD corrections. Then we take into account 

QCD short distance effects, which are summed in the Wilson coefficients Ci(p) 

and C2{p). We have calculated Cj and C2 at the scale p. =  1.4 GeV, in the

4
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leading and next to leading order approximation.

•  In chapter three we provide a prescription for calculating the hadronic matrix 

element, A(D  —>• M1M 2), for two-body hadronic D  decay in the factorization 

approximation. Since A(D  —► Mi M2) depends on the type of particles involved 

in the final state, we present detailed expressions for final states involving 1) two 

pseudoscalar mesons, 2) a pseudoscalar and a vector meson, and 3) two vector 

mesons. For the case of final states with two vectors particles we express the 

matrix elements in terms of helicity and partial wave amplitudes and we clarify 

the interrelation between them. We derive expressions for these amplitudes in 

term of BSW form factors .4 t(g2),,42(<72) and V'(<?2). We show explicitly that 

while the P  wave contribution depends only on the form factor V’(<?2), those for 

S  and D waves are linear combinations of both form factor A\{q2) and .-M?2). 

The decay rate T{D —y V2) is an incoherent sum of partial wave amplitudes 

and is independent of their phases. But the polarization does depend on the 

phase difference, Ssd = Ss — So, arising from interference between S  and D 

waves.

• In chapter four and five we implement the formalism established in chapter 

three in the study of decays D f  —> p+<t> and D  -* K ’p. We evaluate the partial 

wave ratios rsp = jfj and tsd =  j§|- In these ratios the kinematical and weak 

coupling constants as well as the Wilson coefficients cancel out. The ratios thus 

depend only on the particles involved in the final state and on the form factor 

ratios

=  M f l  

VV)
y{q2) s  a M '  (1-6)

We have also investigated the effect of the interference between S and D waves 

on the polarization.
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•  In chapter six we consider the F S I  effects of the A'q(1950) resonance on D° —> 

K qt\ and D° -> K°tj' decays. We propose that the effect of ^0(1950) on D° —>■ 

K°t}(t]') could be estimated via a Feynman diagram where we include both 

K ~ 7T+ and K°ir° states in the loop. First we estimate the factorized amplitude 

A* (D° -» •  K 0rj) and A1 (D° —¥ Second we calculate the contribution

of i?o(1950) by using a factorized input for D° —► ^(1 9 5 0 ) weak transition 

through a n K  loop. We express the resonant amplitude AT(D° —> K 0rj) and 

Ar(D° -> K°t]') as a function of the unmeasured branching ratio sum r = 

5 ( ^ 0(1950) -► K°t)) + B(Kq (1950) -> K°rf). Finally we study the dependence 

of the total amplitude .4(D° —► K°Tj(Tf)) =  A^(D° -> K°r}(rf)) + Ar(D° —> 

^  °7?(7?/)) on the variable r.

•  chapter seven is devoted to conclusions and a discussion of future prospects for 

the four body hadronic decay D —► Kirin:.

6
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Chapter 2

Effective weak hamiltonian for 

hadronic D decays

2.1 Weak Hamiltonian

The flavor-changing weak decay of a quark is described by the charged weak current 

Lagrangian density given by [1]

£ cc =  “ J-  +  h.c). (2 .1)
2 n/2  M

where h.c stands for hermitian conjugate, gw is the weak coupling constant and J t  is 

the charged current given by

\ v  i

v 6 /

(2.2)

where V  is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix [2] connecting the 

quark weak eigenstates (dr, s', b1) and the quark mass eigenstates {d. s. b) according
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to the linear relation

M
/

s' =

, b' ,/

v'ud uUJ vub

Va vcs Va

Vu  Vu Vtb

\

s

, b ,

(2.3)

The quark field operators q,q =  u, d, s , i n  the current create quarks and 

annihilate anti-quarks. W+ is the physical W + boson field operator: it annihilates 

(creates) a W + (VV’_) particle. Therefore, in first order in perturbation theory, the 

Lagrangian Ccc describes the coupling of quarks (u, d, s, c, ...) to vector bosons 

W’*, i.e the processes with single vertex as shown in (Fig. 2.1). However, none of 

these processes is physical as the energy and momentum cannot be conserved for 

any of them with all particles on mass-shell. A known empirical fact is that all weak 

processes observed so far at low energy, involve four external fermions (quarks and/or 

leptons). Therefore one needs at least two vertices to describe a physical process, i.e. 

we must go to second order in perturbation theory of £ cc. A typical weak decay is 

depicted in (Fig. 2.2): W(q2) is the propagator of the intermediate vector boson given 

bv

» V )  =  - i , !-*o .

‘AAV
(2.4)

q2 is the momentum transfer, the four-momentum carried by W-boson. and .Un

its mass. The energy scale in hadronic decays of mesons is much smaller than the \V 

boson mass, i.e. q2 «  A/^. therefore, in a second order process the IT propagator 

can be replaced by a constant and the diagram in (Fig. 2.2.a) is replaced by a four- 

point contact interaction shown in (Fig.2.2.b), where the W  boson is integrated out. 

This is equivalent to using an effective Hamiltonian, of current x current form to 

order g2 or to first order in the Fermi coupling constant Gp,

H e f f  =  ~ £ e f f

—  Of.
~  v/2

j z j ; , (2.5)

10
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Figure 2.1: Lowest order charged current weak decay of quarks. The vertices describe 

the coupling of quarks to W-boson with strength Vqq>.

92 94 92 94

93

a

Figure 2.2: a) Tree-level Feynman diagram for the process q\ -> q2<M4- through 

exchange of intermediate W-boson. b) For q2 «  the exchange diagram reduces 

to a local four point interaction where W-boson is integrated out.

11
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where J+ =  «/M t and the Fermi coupling constant G? is defined as [3]

<»>
=  1.16639 x 1(T5 GeV~2.

Using Eq. (2.2 ) and (2.5) we obtain the general effective weak Hamiltonian for 

flavor changing weak decays of quark

n eff =  ^ { ( f i c r ) ( < ? « )  +  (iir f , ) ( S ,c )  +  ( t i d , ) ( S ,0  +  ( c s ' ) ( ‘? « )

+(cs,)(i>c) +  {cs'){9t) +  (tb'){d'u) + (tb'){s'c) +  (tb'){9t)} , (2.7)

where we have used the notation

(?i?2) =  £  9?7m(1 -  7s)9?> (2.8)
Q = l

where, a  =  1.2.3 is the color index. The relevant part of the weak Hamiltonian for 

the charm lowering hadronic decay with AC =  — 1 :

9 i(= c) 92 93 94 (2.9)

where 91=2.3.4 = s,d,u  is.

« ( A C = - 1) =  {VrfVSI&OW + r„,Vc> s)(sc)

+ v ^ v ; i [id){dc) +  V „K JM (<?c)}. (2.10)

We can approximate

Vud ~  VC3 ~  cos 9C.

Vu, ^  —Vcd — sin0c, (2.11)

where 6C is the Cabibbo mixing angle. Therefore we obtain1

H(AC =  -1 )  =  {cos2 0CU7M(1 -  75)ds7M(l -  75)c 

•\~cos6c sin 0cu7^(l -  7s)ss7*i(l -  75)c 

—cos9c sin Qcv/y^(1 -  75)defy,(1 -  75)c 

-  sin2 ^07^(1 -  75)sd7^(l -  75)c} . (2.12)

1 color indices are omitted

12
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The charm decays induced by different components of the weak Hamiltonian in 

Eq. (2.12) are classified as follows.

1. Cabibbo-favored decay: Generated by the quark subprocess c —► sud (Fig.

2.3.a) described by,

Ti(AC = AS =  -1 ) =  ^ c o s  2dc(ud)(sc)
\/2

=  ^ |c o s  2dc x O i .  (2.13)

where we define the notation

0 , =  (ud){sc), (2.14)

for later use.

2. Cabibbo-suppressed decay: Generated by the quark subprocess c -> sus (Fig.

2.3.b) or c -* dud (Fig. 2.3.c),

"H(AC =  -1 ,  AS =  0) =  ^  cos0Csin0C {(us)(sc) -  (ud)(dc)}

=  ^  cos9Csin9C x 0 \ . (2.15)
v 2

where

0[  =  (us)(sc) -  (ud)(dc). (2.16)

3. Double-Cabibbo-suppressed decay: Generated by the quark subprocess c —> dus 

(Fig. 2.3.d),

7i(AC  =  -A S  =  -1 )  =  ^  sin 0* (us) (dc)

=  ? | s i n  92c x O “, (2.17)

where

O'l =  (us)(dc). (2.18)

13
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cos 8,

cos 9.

sin 8.

a b

— sin#,— sin 8.

c d

Figure 2.3: Classification of non leptonic charm decays: a) Cabibbo-favored decay, 

amplitude oc cos2 Qc. b) and c) Cabibbo-suppressed decay, amplitude oc sin Qc cos 8C, 

d) Double Cabibbo-suppressed decay amplitude oc sin2 9C.
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From the expressions of the Hamiltonian in Eqns. (2.13), (2.15) and (2.17), a simple 

picture of nonleptonic weak decay of charm meson starts to emerge (Fig. 2.4). Since 

quarks exist only in bound states inside hadrons (baryons and mesons), the weak 

decay of the charm quark results in 3 quarks (two quarks and one anti-quark) which 

combine with the other ’’spectator” anti-quark qs from the initial state to form the 

appropriate final state. The spectator qa can combine either with <?2 as shown in 

(Fig. 2.4.a), or with g3 as shown in (Fig. 2.4.b), leading to two different final states. 

The diagram in (Fig. 2.4.a) is called the external W-emission diagram and that in 

(Fig. 2.4.b) the internal W-emission diagram. In this picture the antiquark qs is inert 

(a spectator) and does not contribute in the weak process except in combining with 

other quarks to form the initial and final hadrons. This picture is called spectator 

model. However, strong interactions significantly modify this simple picture as we 

discuss below.

2.2 Strong Interaction Effects

Compared to the electromagnetic and the strong interactions, the weak interactions 

are very feeble. In decays of resonances or excited states the weak interaction effects 

are usually masked by strong and/or electromagnetic interaction effects. The only 

place where one can observe weak phenomena is in the decays of ground state hadrons 

(baryons and mesons) where conservation laws prohibit their strong decay and strong 

interactions play no role except to confine the quarks inside the hadrons. Therefore 

the hadronic weak decay of the ground state of a heavy meson is basically triggered 

by the weak decay of the heavy quark resulting in the appearance of three new quarks 

rearranged with the spectator by strong interactions into appropriate final hadronic 

states. Although the weak Hamiltonian we have developed so far, Eq. (2.12), is valid 

at the energy scale, q2 <C M ^, much smaller than W boson mass (~  80 GeV) and 

represents physics at very short distances, it was derived ignoring QCD corrections.

15
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Qs  — — — — -  Qs

c

Figure 2.4: Quark diagrams for the decay of a charm-meson generated by the effective 

weak Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.12), qs is a spectator quark: a) External W-emission. b) 

Internal W-emission.

However weak decays of heavy mesons occur at a scale of /j. ~  few GeV (n ~  mc for 

D decays and ji ~  mb for B decays). Therefore we must allow the evolution of the 

Hamiltonian from the W - mass scale down to the physical scale /z, of the order of 

the heavy quark mass, relevant for hadronic decays.

The theory of strong interactions. Quantum Chromodvnamics (QCD), describes 

strong interactions among quarks through exchange of gluons. The QCD Lagrangian 

density C q c d  is given by [1]

Cqcd = -  j  1 % F T  +  «t -  "■/) <ti (219)

where repeated indices are summed over. is given in term of eight gluon fields 

G i, i =  1. ...,8

F%, =  dutf, — dvGp — SsfijkG^G*. (2.20)

where ga is a coupling constant and the covariant derivative are given by,

(2-21 )

16
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Figure 2.5: A more realistic picture of two-body hadronic decay of a heavy flavor. 

The solid straight lines represent quarks, wavy and curly lines represents W-boson 

and gluons, respectively (compare with Fig. 2.4).

where AQ, a  = 1, ..., 8 are the Gell-Mann matrices, f X]k are the SU(3) antisymmetric 

structure constants given in Appendix A and q[ denote the four-component Dirac 

spinors associated with each quark field of flavor /  and color a. There are six flavors 

and three colors, hence the 18 quark fields are

( \ /  , \ /  \ (  \ (  , \Ui d\ Sl Cl bi ti
II u2 • d.2 • s2 • C2 1 62 t2

<U3 J Kd3 y K33 / < °3 J Kb3 / <t3 j

Since in hadronic decays of mesons, quarks are involved in the initial, as well 

as the final state, one would expect QCD effects arising from interaction between 

gluons and quarks to have a dramatic effect on hadronic weak decays of heavy flavors. 

The complexity of these effects increases with the number of quarks involved in the 

final state. Consequently the spectator model (Fig. 2.4) is far from representing a 

real picture of the hadronic decay. A more realistic picture for a typical two-body 

hadronic decay of heavy flavors is shown in (Fig. 2.5). All types of gluons, soft 

and hard, are involved. It is evident that it is almost impossible to evaluate the 

contributions from such diagrams. So far only short distance QCD effects have been

17
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treated systematically as we discuss in the following.

Due to the nature of strong interactions, the QCD contributions, are divided into 

two different regimes separated by the scale fi:

1. Short-distance contributions arising from hard gluon exchanges between quark 

lines as shown in (Fig. 2.6) with energy scale higher that /z. They are systemat

ically treated within QCD perturbative theory due to the asymptotic freedom

[4]. Usually short distance effects are included in the Wilson coefficients which 

are known up to next-to-leading order QCD corrections, and their effects re

sult in the modification of the strength as well as the structure of the weak 

Hamiltonian (see below).

2. Long-distance contributions responsible for the binding of quarks inside hadrons 

arising from soft gluons with energy scale lower than [i. They are nonperturba- 

tive and difficult to calculate and they constitute the major source of uncertainty 

in theoretical calculations of hadronic matrix elements. Their effects are usually 

included in the hadronic matrix element.

In what follows we will concentrate on the quark process c —y sud relevant for 

Cabibbo-favored decays of charm mesons described by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.13). 

To order a s the QCD corrections to the weak Hamiltonian arising from one gluon 

exchanges between the quark lines in all possible ways are shown in (Fig. 2.6). 

Calculation of these corrections leads to the modification of the weak Hamiltonian as 

follows [5].

H is the normalization scale and a a{n) is the running strong coupling constant given 

2In what follows we drop the color indices and adopt the convention that repeated indices are 

summed over unless otherwise stated.

(ukck){sidi)

where i . j . k and I are color indices, summation over repeated indices is understood 2,

18
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Figure 2.6: First order (0 (a 4)) QCD corrections to the 4-quark nonleptonic weak 

Hamiltonian. The solid straight lines represent quarks, wavy and curly lines repre

sent W-boson and gluons, respectively. Diagrams differing by left-right and up-down 

reflection are not shown.

in the leading order calculation by [4]

Q(/)fnl = ---------- —----------- 94)

Aqcd is the QCD scale to be determined from experiment and the functions 30{f) is 

given by [3]

W )  = 11 -  f / .  (2.25)

where /  is the number of active flavors (quarks with mass less than /z). In the next- 

to-leading-order (NLO) calculation [3]

_4tt  f _  f t  ( /)  In [ln(/i2/A%Cp)]
l(m2/A qcd) \  

where the function 3\ ( /)  is given by [3]

A ( / ) ln 0 .J/AScO) | . 1 S ( / )  <2'261

38
Pi(f)  =  102 — —/.  (2.27)

It is clear from the Eq. (2.23) that the first order QCD corrections modify the 

bare weak Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.13) in two ways; first by altering the normalization

19
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of the original operator Oi, and second by generating a new operator 0 2 having a 

structure different than that of 0\ ,

0 2 =  {sd)(uc). (2.28)

This new operator is a product of two color-singlet flavor-changing neutral currents 

s <— > d and c <— > u. However such currents are not observed experimentally. It 

is important to realize that this structure appears as a consequence of Fierz trans

formation and completeness of the SU{3) algebra. The modification of the weak 

Hamiltonian H = 0 \  to first order QCD is

a , . (  Mw 
2

M l \ \  „ . ( M h

n m 0 l  —  0 ,  +  ^ l n l ^ :  { 0 , - 3 0 2},

-  ( 1 + S ,“ l :# j j 0 , - 34?lnl :# j 02- (2 -291

In a similar way QCD corrections arising from one gluon exchange modify the operator 

0 2 as follows [4. 6]

0 2 - *  0 2 +  ^ I n  j  { 0 2 - 3 Ox}. (2.30)

This means that the two operators mix by QCD corrections. It is convenient to 

express the weak Hamiltonian in terms of operators which are form invariant under 

QCD. This is achieved by the use of operators of definite symmetry. An operator 

of the kind under discussion can always be decomposed into its symmetric and anti

symmetric parts for example,

O =  (<7i ?2) (9394)

=  2 +  (9392X9194)} +  2 {(9192X9394) -  (9392)(9194)}

=  0+  +  CL. (2.31)

The operators 0+ and 0 _  are symmetric and anti-symmetric under the exchange of 

indices 1 <— > 3 and 2 <— > 4. Therefore we can express the operators 0 \  and 0 2 as

20
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follows,

with

01 =  ^{(ud){sc) + (uc)(sd)} + ^{{ud){sc)-(uc){sd)}

=  0+ + 0- ,

0 2 =  i{(ud)(sc) +  (t2c)(srf)}-i{(ud)(sc)-(t2c)(sd)}

=  0 + - 0 _ ,  (2.32)

0 ± =  i ( 0 , ± 0 2). (2.33)

Since the quark field ft carries flavors and color indices, the operators 0+ and CL 

differ by their internal (flavor) symmetry as well as their color symmetry.

Using Eqns. (2.23) and (2.33), the first-order-corrected weak Hamiltonian takes 

the following form.

W(AC  =  AS =  - 1) =  ^= cos2ec {C ^C L +  Cll)0_}  . (2.34)

where

C il,(/i) =  1 +  ~ ~  In |  j  • (2.35)

At the scale n  =  Mw we have

C+\Mw)  =  Ci1)(A/^) =  1, (2.36)

QCD does not bring any corrections and Eq. (2.34) reduces to the bare Hamiltonian of 

Eq. (2.13). Although at the scale fi ~  mg (Q =  6, c), a s(mg) is small enough to serve 

as an expansion parameter, the first order QCD correction from one gluon exchange 

contains a large logarithmic term ln(Af^.//i2). For a hadronic scale fi ~  m c =  1.4 G el'

— 0.06, and In ~  8. (2.37)
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then

C j^m c) ~  1 -0 .4 8 ,

C (' ](mc) ~  1 +  0.96. (2.38)

Hence the first order QCD correction to C+l) is about 50% and 100% to Ci1’. These 

corrections are very large and consequently higher order QCD corrections 

[as{fj.) ln(A/(v/jx2)]n, corresponding to multiple gluon exchanges, cannot be neglected, 

and the series in powers of a,(/x) ln(A/(^//z2) must be summed up to all orders. This 

is usually achieved by using the renormalization group equation techniques [4. 5, 6]. 

The coefficients C± satisfy the differential equation

I  d

where

D~ =  d.

d\n/i 

<*»(/*)

- A t  C±(/i) = 0 .

47T
d_ =  -2  d+ = 8.

(2.39)

(2.40)

with the initial condition

C+(A/iv) =  C-{M\v) = 1. (2.41)

We can easily integrate the differential equation, Eq. (2.39). using Eqns. (2.24) 

and (2.40) with the initial condition (2.41). The solution we obtain, known as leading 

order approximation (LO), is given by [4, 5, 7],

C±(n) =
d±
53o

(2.42)
Qa(Afvv)_

We note that in the leading order, the QCD coefficients C+ and C_ satisfy the fol

lowing relations

C \C _ =  1, and C+ < 1 < C_. (2.43)

Calculations, of the coefficients C+ and C_, including next-to-leading-order (NLO) 

corrections, exist in the literature [7, 8],

<*s{n)C M  = a s{Mw ) (2.44)
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where R± is a function of / ,  given by

(2.45)

2.2.1 Quark mass effects

The running coupling constant a{(/z) depends on the number of active flavors /

as can be seen from /3 functions Eqns. (2.24) - (2.27). Therefore when the bare 

weak Hamiltonian is evolved down to the physical scale jj. < tuq one crosses quark 

threshold at ^ =  ttiq and the number of effective flavors changes by one each time 

a flavor threshold is crossed. For the equations (2.24) or (2.26) for a { (/z) to remain

thresholds are crossed and the running coupling constants a{(/z) and a{ l(/j) are 

related to order 0((q{)3) according to [9],

Therefore in order to calculate the Wilson coefficients relevant for D decays we have to 

evolve the weak Hamiltonian H  Eq. (2.13) down to the scale /z =  mc, which is below 

the mass of b quark. Hence, a quark threshold is crossed at /z =  m&. We distinguish 

two regions, m b < /z < Mw with /  =  5 and m c < /z < m*, with /  =  4. The calculation 

is done in each region in a similar way as before, i.e. the coefficients are evolved from 

/z ~  Mw  mass scale down to /z =  m& mass scale with /  =  5 and the initial condition 

C±{M\v) =  1, then from mb scale down to m c scale with /  =  4 and C±{mb) as initial 

conditions. The QCD scale A qcd = A^=4 relevant for the region m c < n < m b is 

determined by imposing the continuity of the running coupling constant, Eq. (2.47). 

to order 0((a{)2) at the scale /z =  m&,

valid for all values of n the QCD scale AqCd must change, . \/  — > A  ̂ l . as quark

<*{ l{mQ) = a{{mQ) +  ^ ( a f ( m g ) ) 3. (2.46)

(2.47)
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The results for the QCD coefficients in the leading order at a scale mc < /z < mj 

relevant for D decay are given by [10]

C M  =
' a < 4 ) ( / i )  ‘ 23o74) ' c 4 5 ) ( m 6 ) '

_ £ ± _Jd0 (5)

.a  i 4 ) ( m 6 ) . [ a i 5 ) ( M w ) J
(2.48)

Tracking the calculation down to the charm scale, the next-to-leading-order calcula

tion for C±{fi) at a scale m c < fj, < m& gives

C±{n) = '  £44)(a*) '
53̂ 47

.a£4)(m6)

33m5T
. (2.49)

2.3 Effective weak Hamiltonian

The QCD-corrected Cabibbo-favored weak Hamiltonian at a scale n ~  mc is then

H{AC = A S  = - 1) = ^ c o s 0C2 {C+0+ + C - 0 . } .
v2

(2.50)

where C± are given in the leading order and next-to-leading order by Eqns. (2.48) 

and (2.49) respectively.

In a similar way the calculation of QCD effects on the Cabibbo-suppressed part. 

Eq. (2.15) and double Cabibbo-suppressed part. Eq. (2.17) of the weak Hamiltonian 

gives

H (A C  =  - 1, AS =  0) =  ^ c o s 0 csin0c {C+O'+ +  C_O,_}, 

K(AC =  - A S  =  - 1) =  ^  sin2 0c {C+O" + C _ 0 " } ,  

where 0'± and O" are defined in terms of 0[. 0 2 and O", 0 2 as follow.

0±  = |{ M (s c )± ( s s ) (u c )} - |{ ( t id ) (d c )± (d d ) (u c )}

(2.51)
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=  \ m ± 0 ' 2),

O'L =  i  {(«*)(&) ±(<fe)(se)}

=  i ( 0 - '± 0 i ') .  (2.52)

The neutral current operators 0 2 and 0 2 are associated with the charged current

operators 0[  and O" respectively. They are given by

0 2 =  (ss)(uc) — (dd)(uc)

0 2 =  (ds)(uc), (2.53)

and they emerge when QCD effects from gluons exchange between quark lines are 

taken into account in the same manner as the operator 0 2 does.

It is useful to express the weak Hamiltonian for hadronic charm lowering decays 

in terms of the operators Ot , 0 \ ,  O" and 0 2, 0 2, 0 2. Using Eqns. (2.33) and (2.50) 

- (2.52) we obtain,

^ ™ !8C{i(C *  + C . ) 0 ,  +  i ( C ,  -  C . ) 0 2}

+ %  cosdesin8c ( i ( C + + C_)0( + |(C *  -  C .)ff2}

sin2 8, { i(C + +  C.JO? +  ^(C+ -  C _ )0 ;}

= ^  cos2 9, {Ci M O l + C M 0 2}

+ ^ £ c o s9 csin9c + C2{{i)02}
v 2

sin2 8' {CM O1! + C M ffi) , (2.54)

where the coefficients and C2(/z) given by

C M  =  i(C +(M) +  C .(M)),

C M  = i (C +( / i ) - C - M ) ,  (2.55)

are the Wilson coefficients. They describe the strength by which each of the operators 

0 \ ,  0[.  O" and 0 2, 0 2, 0 2 enters the weak Hamiltonian. Eq.(2.54) represents the
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effective weak Hamiltonian used in the phenomenological analysis of hadronic decays 

of the heavy flavor. Given Eq. (2.54) the amplitude for two-body hadronic decays 

of heavy meson such as D —y Mi M2 , (Mi M2 are two charmless mesons), has the 

following generic form,

A ( D  M i M , )  =

= ^ C K M ) { C tM { X , M ) + C M { X M ) } -  (2.56)

where X  = O, O', O" and the CKM matrix elements are fixed once the final 

state particles Mi M2 are specified. For example the decays of D meson induced by the 

operator A' = O are Cabibbo favored. Typical decay of this kind are

D — y Kir, K*p. Krj  The decay amplitude for D — y Kir. for example, is

A(D -y Kir) =  ^=cos2 dc {Cx(p)(Kir\Oi(p)\D)

+C2(p)(Kir\02(p)\D)}

=  ^ c o s > d c {Cx(p)(Ox(p)) + C2(p)(02(p ) ) } . (2.57)

From Eq. (2.56) we make the following observations:

•  The QCD corrections to charged current operators Ox, 0[ and O" generate new 

operators 0 2. 0'2, 0 2 having neutral current structure. These neutral currents 

can always be transformed to charged currents by Fierz transformation (Sec. 

3.3).

•  Although QCD brings the same corrections Cx(p) {C2{p)) to currents carrying 

the same charge, the weak interaction on the other hand distinguishes between 

currents carrying the same charge through the CKM matrix element.

•  Both the coefficients Ci(/i) as well as the hadronic matrix elements (0 ,(^)) 

depend on the scale p. However the total physical amplitude .4(D —>• Mi A/2) is /i 

independent. Therefore the p —dependence of the coefficients C,{p) must cancel
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that of the matrix element (Oj(/z)) in the product Ci(y)(Oi(y)). Consequently, 

the choice of the scale y  is arbitrary and should, in principle, have no effect on 

the final result. Usually y  is chosen to be y  ~  mi, for B decay and y  ~  m c for 

D decay.

•  The calculation of the amplitude reduces to the calculation of the Wilson coef

ficients Ci(y) and the calculation of the matrix elements (Oi[y)).

We have seen that the Wilson coefficients are known in the leading and next-to-leading 

order QCD from Eqns. (2.42), (2.48) and (2.44), (2.49). However the calculation of 

the matrix elements of hadronic decay of heavy flavor, from first principles, is not yet 

possible. We calculate the values of Wilson coefficients relevant for B and D decay in 

the next section while we leave the evaluation of the matrix element (Oi(y)) for the 

next chapter.

2.4 Numerical results for Wilson coefficients C\ 

and C2

2.4.1 B decays

The calculation of the coefficients C+, C_, C\ and Ci in the leading order proceeds 

as follows. First, we determine the QCD scale A qcd using the experimental values 

of the running coupling constant [3]

=  0.119 ±  0.002, (2.58)

with M z = 91.187 GeV in conjunction with Eqns. (2.24) and (2.25) with /  =  5 to 

extract A qcd =  A(̂ =5). Then, we substitute the value of A so obtained in Eq. (2.42) 

with /  =  5 and choose the scale y  =  4.4 GeV relevant for B decay. The numerical 

results are presented in Table 2.1. In a similar way we obtain Wilson coefficients
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including the next-to-leading order corrections using Eqns. (2.26), (2.27) and (2.44). 

The results are presented in Table 2.2.

2.4.2 D decays

First we derive the QCD scale A q c d  =  A(/=4) by imposing the continuity equation

(2.47). Then, using Eqns. (2.24), (2.25) and (2.48) with /  =  4, we calculate the 

Wilson coefficients C\ and C% at the scale \i =  1.4 GeV  relevant for D decays in

the leading order. The results are presented Table 2.3. In the next-to-leading order

numerical calculation of Wilson coefficients, we use Eqns. (2.26), (2.27) and (2.49) 

and we neglect terms of order (R±{f)as{fi))2 in Eq. (2.49). The results so obtained 

are presented in Table 2.4. There are two important remarks to be made about the 

above results:

1. If we compare the leading and next-to-leading order results obtained for Wilson 

coefficients we observe that the difference is large specially for C<i 3. This differ

ence is even larger in D than in B  because of the large QCD coupling constant 

at low scale /z ~  mc, a ,(m c) > a,(mb). A careful examination of the leading 

order and next-to-leading order results shows that the QCD scale in the leading 

order (LO) is

A(5) =  93 ±  11 M eV  for B  meson,

A{4) =  127 ±  13 M eV  for D meson. (2.59)

These number are far below the accepted values extracted from experiments 

A<5> ~  237 ±  25 M eV  [3].

It is informative to repeat the LO calculation using the next-to-leading order 

(NLO) expression for a 5(/z) in Eq. (2.26) instead of the LO ct3(/z) in Eq. (2.24) 

the results obtained this way are shown in Tables 2.5 and 2.6 for B and D, re

spectively. The discrepancies between LO and NLO are reduced to a reasonable

3Note that without QCD corrections C% — 0
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size. Therefore the large difference between LO and NLO is partly due to the 

small values of A qcd used in the calculation.

2. We note that we can reproduce the numerical values of Wilson coefficients C± 

and Ci,2, in the leading as well as the next-to-leading order relevant for D decays 

(with an accuracy of 1% or better for the next-to-leading order), by using the 

simple Eqns. (2.42) and (2.44), with a minor modification [11], instead of the 

complicated Eqns. (2.48) and (2.49). Simply, we use Eqs. (2.42) and (2.44) 

with the QCD scale A(5' replaced by A(4) and an effective number of active 

flavors, /  =  4.15. The results obtained in this way at a scale n =  1.4 GeV. 

for both leading and next-to-leading order are presented in Tables 2.7 and 2.8. 

respectively.
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Table 2.1: The QCD scale A(5) and the Wilson coefficients C+, C_, C\ and C2 for 

B decays at the scale n = 4.4 GeV  in the leading order approximation. These values 

were obtained from Eqns. (2.24) and (2.42) with /  =  5 and the running coupling 

constant normalized to as(Mz)  =  0.119 ±  0.002 as explained in the text.

a.(Mz) A(5) c + C . Ci c 2

0.117 0.0828 0.866 1.331 1.099 - 0.232

0.119 0.0931 0.864 1.3405 1.102 -0.238

0.121 0.104 0.861 1.350 1.105 -0.244

Table 2.2: The QCD scale A(5) and the Wilson coefficients C+. C_. C\ and C2 for 

B decays at scale p =  4.4 GeV, in the next-to-leading order approximation. These 

values were obtained from Eqns. (2.26) and (2.44) with /  =  5 and the running 

coupling constant normalized to a s{Mz) =  0.119 ±  0.002.

ots{Mz ) A(5) cv C_ Ci c 2

0.117 0.214 0.841 1.433 1.137 -0.296

0.119 0.239 0.836 1.449 1.143 -0.306

0.121 0.267 0.832 1.466 1.149 -0.317
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Table 2.3: The QCD scale A(4) and the Wilson coefficients C+, C_, C\ and C2 for D 

decays at the scale /i =  1.4 GeV, in the leading order approximation. These values 

were obtained using Eqns. (2.24) and (2.48) with an effective number of flavors /  =  4 

and the running coupling constant normalized to a s{Mz) =  0.119 ±  0.002.

A(4) c + C_ c , c 2

0.117 0.114 0.792 1.595 1.193 - 0.401

0.119 0.127 0.787 1.616 1.201 -0.415

0.121 0.141 0.781 1.639 1.210 -0.429

Table 2.4: The QCD scale A(4) and the Wilson coefficients C+. C_. C\ and C2 for D 

decays at the scale /j . =  1.4 GeV , in the next-to-leading order approximation. These 

values were obtained using Eqns. (2.26) and (2.49) with an effective number /  =  4 

and the running coupling constant normalized to a ,(Mz)  =  0.119 ±  0.002.

a.(A/z) A«) c + C_ Ci c 2

0.117 0.309 0.727 1.944 1.336 -0.609

0.119 0.342 0.715 2.011 1.363 -0.648

0.121 0.376 0.703 2.086 1.394 -0.692
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Table 2.5: The QCD scale A(5) and the Wilson coefficients C+, C_, C\ and C2 for B 

decays at scale n =  4.4 GeV  in the leading order approximation. These values were 

obtained from Eqns. (2.26) and (2.42) with /  =  5 and the running coupling constant 

normalized to as(Mz)  =  0.119 ±  0.002 as explained in the text.

a 3(\Iz) A<5) c + C . Cx c 2

0.117 0.214 0.854 1.370 1.112 - 0.258

0.119 0.239 0.851 1.3815 1.116 -0.265

0.121 0.267 0.847 1.394 1.120 -0.273

Table 2.6: The QCD scale A(4) and the Wilson coefficients C .. C_, C\ and C2 for D 

decays at the scale /z =  1.4 GeV , in the leading order approximation. These values 

were obtained using Eqns. (2.26) and (2.48) with an effective number /  =  4 and the 

running coupling constant normalized to a„(Mz) =  0.119 ±  0.002.

a,(Mz) A«) c + C . Ci c 2

0.117 0.309 0.755 1.752 1.254 - 0.500

0.119 0.342 0.746 1.796 1.271 -0.525

0.121 0.376 0.736 1.844 1.290 -0.554
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Table 2.7: The QCD scales and Wilson coefficients C+, C_, C\ and Ci for D decays 

at the scale — 1.4 GeV'', in the leading order approximation. These values are 

obtained using Eq. (2.42), instead of the correct Eq. (2.48), with QCD scale A(5) 

replaced by A(4) and an effective number of active flavors /  =  4.15.

f A(5) AW) c+ C_ c , Ci

0.117 4.15 0.214 0.309 0.754 1.761 1.257 - 0.500

0.119 4.15 0.239 0.342 0.744 1.805 1.275 -0.530

0.121 4.15 0.267 0.376 0.734 1.854 1.294 -0.560

Table 2.8: The QCD scales and Wilson coefficients C+, C_. C\ and Ci for D decays 

at the scale /j . =  1.4 GeV . in the next-to-leading order approximation. These values 

were obtained using Eq. (2.44), instead of the correct Eq. (2.49). with A(5) replaced 

by A(4) and an effective number of active flavors /  =  4.15.

Os(Mz ) f A(5) A(4) c+ C _ cx c2
0.117 4.15 0.214 0.309 0.725 1.957 1.341 -0.616

0.119 4.15 0.239 0.342 0.713 2.025 1.369 -0.656

0.121 4.15 0.267 0.376 0.701 2.101 1.401 -0.700
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Chapter 3

Hadronic matrix elements

3.1 Introduction

The importance of the hadronic matrix elements for the physical processes stems 

from two important aspects; the first one is dynamical -  all the information about 

the underlying long-distance dynamics of the process is contained in this matrix ele

ment: the second aspect is rather experimental -  measurable quantities such as decay 

rates and cross sections are directly related to the matrix element. Hence its the

oretical estimation is crucial. Unfortunately, a systematic calculation of the matrix 

element for hadronic weak decays from first principles is not yet possible. The com

plexity of hadronic decays arises from the fact that final states involve hadrons and. 

consequently, hadronic effects in the final state cannot be overlooked -  being non- 

perturbative such effects are difficult to treat. In the case of low energy hadronic 

decays induced by an effective weak Hamiltonian H  involving soft pions in the final 

state such as in the strange decay K  -> 7r7r, the estimation of the hadronic matrix ele

ment is, usually, based on the use of current algebra and soft-pion theorem techniques 

to relate the matrix element of the process K  -> 7T7t in the limit of small vanishing
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momentum of the pion to that of the much simpler process K  —»• 7r according to [1].

lim (7 r (g 3)7r(g2 ) ! f t |A r ( ? i ) )  =  (3.1)
?3->0

where f t ,  i =  1, 2, 3 are the four momenta and Qs is the axial charge.

However these techniques cannot be extended to the case of hadronic weak decays 

of heavy flavor such as D and B  mesons because the final state is energetic and the 

soft limit is not usually satisfied. Faced with such a situation, it becomes evident 

that the use of some symmetry principle or approximations and/or models as tools to 

get reliable estimation of matrix element for hadronic weak decay will be fruitful. In 

fact, more progress has been made in this direction and different phenomenological 

approaches and techniques have been developed specifically to achieve this goal. Some 

of the popular approaches are :

1. The diagrammatic technique [2, 3],

2. the factorization approximation [4].

The work in this thesis is based on the use of the factorization approximation. 

However, in the following we give a brief description of the diagramatical approach.

3.2 Diagrammatic Approach

The use of the diagrammatical approach in the analysis of two-bodv hadronic weak 

decays of heavy flavor consists of decomposing the total amplitude associated with 

the transition of the charm quark,

c -> 92 <73 94, (3.2)

into quark-diagrams (amplitudes) with different topologies. Each of these diagrams 

results in a contribution to the hadronic matrix element [2, 3]. The resulting shapes 

are illustrated in (Fig. 3.1). In total there are six relevant topologies:
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1. The external W-emission, (Fig. 3.La), known as color-favored ” tree” amplitude. 

T, in which the W-boson materializes into a quark-antiquark (9394) pair which 

combine to form a color-singlet pseudoscalar or vector meson, while the other 

quark 92, coming from the heavy flavor, combines with the spectator antiquark 

9, to form the other meson.

2. The internal W-emission, (Fig. 3.l.b), known as color-suppressed tree ampli

tude. C, in which the quark-antiquark (9394) pair coming from the W-boson 

split and end up in different hadrons: 94 combines with 92 to form a color- 

singlet meson and 93 combines with the spectator antiquark qs to form the 

other meson.

3. The annihilation amplitude, A, (Fig. 3.1.c), in which the charm quark and 

the spectator qs annihilate to a final state by means of W-boson through the 

subprocess

cqs —> H ' uq,  (q = d . s ). (3.3)

This diagram contributes to decays of charged heavy flavor1 only.

4. The W-exchange amplitude, E, (Fig. 3.1.d), in which the charm quark and the 

spectator antiquark q„ in the decaying heavy meson exchange a W-boson. This 

diagram contributes to weak decays of neutral mesons only.

5. The penguin-annihilation amplitude, PA, (Fig. 3.1.e) , in which the charm 

quark and the spectator anti-quark qs annihilate into vacuum. The final state 

is generated by strong interactions, therefore this diagram contributes to weak 

decays of neutral meson only.

6. The penguin diagram amplitude, P, (Fig. 3.1.f), associated with transition 

Q -* 92 involving virtual quarks in the loop coupling with gluons to form the 

final state.
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Figure 3.1: The six quark-diagrams contributing to heavy flavor decays ( Q is a heavy 

quark c or b and q3 is a light antiquark u, d or s: a) color-favored tree diagram, b) 

color-suppressed tree diagram, c) annihilation, d) W-exchange diagram , e) penguin 

annihilation diagram, f) penguin diagram.

Q

9s

Figure 3.2: Hair-pin diagram contributing to final state with SU(3) singlet qq in the 

final state
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There is another diagram, known as hair-pin diagram, (Fig. 3.2), which appears 

in channels involving SU(3) singlets in the final-state meson. The quark-antiquark 

pair forming the color and flavor singlet meson is created from the vacuum. Recent 

analysis of the data on charm decays showed that there is no compelling evidence for 

contributions from such a diagram [5].

The next step in the diagrammatic approach is to express the total amplitude 

for each decay of a heavy flavor to a certain final state as a linear combination of 

all the amplitudes associated with the quark diagrams leading to the specified final 

state. Then one uses experimental data to fix the different amplitudes which are used 

subsequently in making predictions for other decays. This approach has been used 

extensively in the analysis of D and B decays [2, 3, 6].

In charm decays penguin diagrams are Cabibbo-suppressed, and the contribution 

from the b quark in the loop are suppressed by CKM elements VubVcb ~  10-5. and the 

contributions from the other quarks, d and s, in the loop cancel each other because 

I "us ~  -led- Adding to that, recent calculations of the Wilson coefficients associated 

with penguin operators show that they are smaller, at least by one order of magnitude 

[7] than those associated with the amplitude T and C, hence penguin contributions 

are negligible in charm decay.

Although, the diagrammatic approach can help in understanding the mechanism 

of hadronic weak decays of heavy flavor it does not provide an explanation for the 

underlying dynamics of each process; the physics of the process remains obscure. It 

was pointed out a long time ago [2] that quark diagram amplitudes form an over 

complete set [8] and provide a redundant parameterization of the decay amplitude. 

In addition, final-state interactions can mix the amplitudes arising from different 

diagrams thereby spoiling the distinction by topology [9]. 

lThe decay of D+ through annihilation is Cabbibo-suppressed.
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3.3 Factorization

3.3.1 General Idea

The current operators (ud), (sc), ... in the effective weak Hamiltonian

cos2 9C {Ci(ud)(sc) +  C2 (sd)(uc)}

(3.4)

are expressed in terms of the fundamental quark fields. Each of these currents have 

the same quantum numbers (spin, isospin, flavor,...) as the corresponding quark and 

antiquark combination. It is convenient to have the Hamiltonian in a form such that 

one of these currents carries the same quantum numbers as one of the mesons in the 

final state. This can be achieved by using Fierz transformation to rearrange the order 

of quark fields in H. We observe that the operators 0 \  and 0 2 in Eq. (3.4) contain 

the currents (ud) and (sd). which have the same quark structure as tt and K meson, 

respectively. Consequently one would expect the decays induced by these operators 

to be different. But we have seen that 0 \  and 0 2 are not independent; 0 t contains 

Oo in itself and vice versa. We project 0 \  on 0 2 by Fierz transformation as follows. 

Using the identity

[VO -  VlUIVO -  75)]<ft = - b M(! -  VJUIVO -  75)W  (3.5)

with the following relation for SU(N)  matrices

= +  2dQ<fd7/3, (3.6)

for SU(3) (N  =  3) we obtain

(ud)(sc) =  ^(sd)(uc) +  ^(sA“d)(uA“c)
O £

0 i  =  + (3.7)
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In the same manner we can also Fierz transform £>2 with the result

Oi =  - 0 \  +  Os) (3.8)

where Os and Og are products of color octet currents:

1 
2

1 
2

O* =  ^ £ ( u A “d)(sA‘c),
a = l

Os =  5 £  (3.9)
a = l

with Aa are the Gell-Mann matrices given in Appendix A, and

(?A V )= 9 7 '1( 1 - 7 5)AV- (3.10)

Using Eqns. (3.7) and (3.8) the effective weak Hamiltonian H  can be reduced to 

the following color-favored (CF) form

H c f  =  cos2 0c[ai(i2d)(sc) -t-C^Og]- (3.11)
v2

and to a color-suppressed (CS) form

"Hcs =  cos20c[a2(uc)(sd) -+- C\d%\. (3.12)

where the scale-dependent parameters a t and a2 are related to Wilson coefficients 

Ci(/i) and C2(/i) by

Cziit)
oi(m ) =  Ci{p) + 3

a ,M  = C M  + 0 ^ .  (3.13)

Equations (3.11) and (3.12) represent the same interaction as Eq. (3.4) but are

expressed in different but equivalent ways.

After such transformations the quark bilinears built up from the fundamental 

quark fields are treated as interpolating fields and can be replaced, in the weak Hamil

tonian H,  by meson fields using the current field identity [10],

f ,» ( l  -  ~fS)q' —* (4V(1 -  75)9')fl = J,- (3.14)
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where the subscript H  indicates the change from quark currents to hadronic currents. 

Thus we can express the effective Hamiltonian as a product of hadronic currents, 

instead of quark currents, as follows

Q
U c f  =  COS2 e c [ a i { u d ) u { s c ) H  - f -C ^ O g ] ,

Hcs  =  cos2 Oc[a2{uc)H{sd)H +  Cxd a\. (3.15)

Neglecting the contribution from the operators 0 6 and Oa, the effective weak Hamil

tonian reduces to the product of two hadronic currents

H  =  (3.16)

where has the usual (V—.4)M structure and G is a constant which involves the Fermi 

coupling constant G? , CKM matrix elements and any other constant parameters.

It is known that in weak interactions mesons can be generated by hadronic currents 

carrying the appropriate quantum numbers. We can consider one of the mesons in the 

final state of two-body hadronic decays to be created directly by one of the currents 

in the Hamiltonian, Eq. (3.16). In order to illustrate how this phenomenological 

approach works in the calculation of the hadronic matrix elements, we consider the 

hadronic weak decays of a heavy pseudoscalar meson

F  — > A/t A/2, (3.17)

where A/i .V/2 are two light mesons. We need to calculate the hadronic matrix elements

In the factorization assumption one writes the matrix elements of the current 

product as the product of matrix elements of the currents in all possible ways. Thus,

(MxA/2 | H  | P) =  (Mx | /  | 0)(M2 | J  | F)

+<M2 | /  | 0)(Mi | J  | F)

+{MlM2 | /  | 0)(0 | J  | F>. (3.18)
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Subsequently Lorentz invariance is used to express the matrix element of weak cur

rents, namely (A/, | /  | 0) and (Mj  | J  | F),  in terms of invariant form factors and 

decay constants as will be explained later. The first two terms in Eq. (3.18) represent 

the spectator contribution and the last term the weak annihilation contribution.

In order to make the idea of factorization more clear let us be more specific and 

consider for example the following decay channels. D° —> K~w+, D° —> A"07r° and 

D+ -> K°ir+.

3.3.2 Classification of two-body hadronic decays in the fac

torization approximation

The decays induced by the weak Hamiltonian are classified into three different classes, 

depending on which part of H  is involved [4]

1. Class I process :

Decays in this class get contributions from the color favored part. H c f • of 

the weak Hamiltonian, hence the name '“color favored” . An example of such 

a decay is D° — > K ~ k +, (Fig. 3.3.a). This decay proceeds via the charged 

current operator (ud) x (sc). The 7r+ meson is created from the vacuum by the 

weak current (ud) while the transition D° — > K~  is induced by the current 

(sc). The factorized amplitude is given by

A(D° — > K ~ n +) =  <2i (K~n+1(ud)(sc)|D°)

= a1(7T+|(ud)|0)(/£:-|(sc)|Do). (3.19)

The amplitude A  is proportional to a t and color favored decays get contribution

from external W-emission diagram. The decay amplitudes for class I processes

are determined by the parameter a t .
*

2. Class II process:
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K~

7T

£>+

K°

TV '

Figure 3.3: Classification of nonleptonic two-body hadronic decays of charm meson, a) 

class I or color favored tree diagram determined by a\ , b) class II or color suppressed 

tree diagram determined by a2, c) class III decay determined by a t +  xa2.
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Decays in this class get contributions from the color suppressed part, Hcs< of 

the weak Hamiltonian, hence the name “color suppressed” . An example of such 

a decay is D° — > K°ir°, (Fig. 3.3.b). This decay proceeds via the neutral 

current operator (sd) x (tie). The K°  meson is generated from vacuum by the 

weak current (sd) while the transition D° — > ir° is induced by the other current 

(uc). The factorized amplitude is given by

,4(D°— * i? V )  =  ^(A-VKsdXiicJID0)

=  (3.20)

The amplitude .4 is proportional to a2 and color suppressed decays get contri

bution from internal W-emission diagram. The decay amplitudes for class II 

processes are determined by the parameter a2.

3. Class III process:

Decays in this class get contributions from both parts, color favored H c f  and 

color suppressed Hcs,  of the Hamiltonian. An example of such a decay is 

D + — > A'°7r+, (Fig. 3.3.c). This decay proceeds via both the charged current 

as well as the neutral current. The amplitude is given by

A(D+ — >■ K°w+) =  al (n+\(ud)\Q)(K°\(sc)\D+)

+a2(A-°|(sd)|0>(7r+|(nc)|D+). (3.21)

The decay amplitude .4 is proportional to (ai -I- xa2). Thus class III decay 

amplitudes get contributions from both external and internal W-emission dia

grams. As they are determined by both parameters ai and a2, this class involves 

interference between terms with ai and a2. This interference effect, known as 

Pauli interference, shows up whenever the final state has two identical fermions

in the final state; in this case there are two d quarks in the final state, see

(Fig. 3.3). We note that the interference between Oi and a2 terms is present in
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D+ and absent in £)°. From Chapter 1, we have

Ci(me) =  1.363,

C2(mc) =  -0.648. (3.22)

substituting these values in Eq. (3.13) for the ai and a2 we obtain,

a t =  1.147,

a2 =  -0.194. (3.23)

Since ai and a2 have opposite sign the interference is destructive. The large 

difference in lifetime between D+ and D° is attributed to this effect.

Summarizing: if both particles in the final state are charged then the decay is 

induced by the charged current part of the Hamiltonian; these decays belong to Class

I. If both particles are neutral then the decay proceeds via the neutral current part:

decays of this kind belong to Class II. If one of the particles is neutral and the other 

charged then the decay can proceed via both charged and neutral currents: such 

decays belong to class III.

3.4 Decay Amplitude in factorization scheme

The Lorentz structure of the matrix element depends on the type of particles A/t and 

A/2 involved in the final state. There are three cases to be distinguished :

1. both Mi and A/2 are pseudoscalar mesons, Pi P2;

2. a pseudoscalar meson P  and a vector meson V' or;

3. two vector mesons, Vi, V2.

Let |F)  and |P) represent pseudoscalar meson states (F is the decaying heavy mesons), 

and 11') a vector meson state. Therefore, in the factorization scheme, we need to
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evaluate the following matrix elements, (P | J J0 ) , (V| JM|0), (P\J^\F), and {V\ JM|P). 

The current has structure.

Since P  and F  are pseudoscalars mesons (Jp =  0_), we have

(P|AM|F) =  0,

<P |iyo) =  0. (3.24)

The matrix elements (P | J^IO) and (P | J J F )  have the following covariant structures 

[11]:

<P|JM|0) = (P(MÎ IO)
=  ~ifp{kp)»,

(P\Jn\F) =  (P(M |V'JF(M >

=  (kF +  kP) J +(q2) +  (kp -  kPU - ( q 2). (3.25)

with the momentum transfer

<?m =  {kp -  kP) ^  (3.26)

where kx  is the four momentum of the particle A’ and fp  is the decay constant of the

pseudoscalar meson P . The scalar functions f -{q2) and f+{q2) are the invariant weak

transition F  — >■ P  form factors. There is another parameterization of the matrix 

element in Eq. (3.25) which we determine as follows. Let us calculate the divergence 

of Eq. (3.25), we obtain

<P|0„i;|F> = {P\qpVp\F)
=  {{kp +  fcp)M/+(<?2) +  {kF -  kP) J . { q 2)} .

=  {k2F - k 2P)f+{q2) +q2f-{q2). (3.27)

In the limit that SU(4) is a good symmetry we have

k2F - k 2p ~  0, (3.28)
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and hence,

{P\B,Vr \F) =  ?2/- (d 2)- (3.29)

If the vector current Vp is conserved, i.e.

dpVp =  0, (3.30)

then the form factor f - (q 2) has to vanish while f+(q2) is nonzero. However, SU(4)

is badly broken,i.e.

k2F - k 2P ^Q ,  (3.31)

and the weak vector current

VJ. =  (q%c). (3.32)

where q = u.d, s. is not conserved. Using Dirac equation for the quark field q and c 

we calculate the divergence of Vp to be

p =  dniq'Ypc)

=  (mc -  m q)qc 

~  mcqc

^  0. (3.33)

Consequently both form factors, f~(q2) and f~{q2) in Eq. (3.27) will survive.

Let us introduce a new function Fo{q2) such that

{k2F -  k%)f+{q2) +  q2f . ( q 2) =  (m \  -  m2P)F0{q2). (3.34)

Therefore, using Eq. (3.34), we can express the matrix element in Eq. (3.25) in the

following equivalent form

(P|V;|F> =  {(*F +  M m -  ^ ' ^ m} f i t f )  +  t f ) .  (3.35)

where the form factors /_ , /+  and Fo, Fi are related by

U (q2) =  Fx(q%  

/ . ( r t  =
q2
49
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In order to avoid the singularity at q2 =  0, we must have the following constraint.

Fo(0) =  F t ( 0). (3.37)

The decomposition in Eq. (3.35) is known as Bauer, Stech and Wirbel (BSW) decom

position [4]. The advantage of this decomposition is that it reflects the spin structure 

of the weak vector current V,. This can be easily seen as follows: If we multiply both 

sides of Eq. (3.35) by q,,  we obtain

W - ; | F )  =  a. {(*F +  M ,  -  m *F m2p i > \ F i t f )
2 2 m r 771 p « _ . q.

+  F 2 Q Fo(q ) 
r

= (m2F -  Tn2p)F0(q2). (3.38)

Equation (3.38) shows that Fo(q2) represents the matrix elements of the quantity 

= q ^ n  which behaves as a scalar operator with spin parity J p =  0+. We also

have

q, |(A f +  kP), ~  m^ ~ m2p̂ }  = 0. (3.39)

Therefore the associated operator of the form factor F\(q2) in Eq. (3.35) is orthogonal 

to q Consequently the contribution of Fi(q2) corresponds to spin 1 part of the 

current \

In the case the final state involves a vector particle, we need the matrix element 

(V'|«/J0) and (I '| J J F ) .  Since V  is a vector particle we have

(V'(MIAJO) = o

(V(fc,e)|V;|0) =  m v/ve;, (3.40)

where e, is the polarization vector of the vector meson. By Lorentz invariance the 

quantity (V'| J,\F)  has the following covariant structure [II],

(r(A rv,e)|V ;|F(M ) =  i g e ^ v{kF + kv )> (kF -  kv )°

(V(kv .e)\A,\F(kF)) =  +  H

+ a-(e*.kp)(kF -  kv ),. (3.41)
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Bauer, Stech and Wirbel [4] choose to write these matrix elements in a different, but 

equivalent form,

2
(V(kv,€)\Vr \F(kF)) =

m F + my (3.42)

(V(kv )\A»\F(kF)) = - i e l ( m F + m v )Al (q2) + i
e'.q

771 p  +  TTlv
(kp +  kv)n .42(92)

+i - ^ - 2 m vqlt (A3{q2) -  -40(g2)) ,

where

Qu — i^F *v)M , 

and the form factors Al? 4̂2 and .43 satisfy the following relation,

t r 2^ T rip  +  TTlv | / 2 \ TTlp 771 v  2%-43(<r) = — — ^i (r) -----—— .42(9"),2my 2mv

with the condition.

.43(0) =  .4q(0).

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)

so that no pole occurs at q2 =  0. Using Eq. (3.45) in Eq. (3.43). we obtain

(V{kv .()\A^\F{kp)) = - i{mp + m v ) M i 2)

+ie .q
{kF +  kv )p Trip -  my

A2(q2)

- 2  i m v ~ 9 M/i0(92)- (3.47)

m F +  my

'jS. 
t

The BSW form factors V{q2), .4o(<?2)> Ai{q2), A2{q2), Az{q2) in Eqns. (3.42), 

(3.43) are related to the form factors / ,  a_, a+ and g in Eq. (3.41) by

- /(92),A ' l f )  = — 7 m -T T l p  +  77ly

A2{q2) =  - i (m f  +  mv)a+(92),

-43(<72) =  ^ 7  (f{q2) +  {m2p -  m l ) a +{q2)) ,

V{q2) =  - i ( m F + m v )g(q2),

<40(?2) =  ^ - ( f { q 2) + {m2p - m l r ) a +(q2) + q 2a-(q2) ) .  (3.48)
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We note that the tensor structures in Eq. (3.42) and in the square brackets of Eq. 

(3.47) have a vanishing divergence, i.e.

qn£pvpat"'kPF kv  =  0 
e'.q

€P q2 ^

%
(kF + kv )n Trip -  m v

%

=  0 

=  0, (3.49)
m F +  my q*

hence it follows from Eqns. (3.42), (3.47) and (3.49) that the contributions of the form 

factors V{q2) and Ai(q2), .42(<?2) are orthogonal to q^  therefore their contributions 

correspond to the spin 1 part of the currents and .4M respectively. Eqns. (3.47) 

and (3.49) gives

(V'|gM.4„|F) = - 2 i m v Ao{q2y . q .  (3.50)

Thus. .4o(?2) represents the matrix element of the quantity q^A^ which behaves as a 

pseudoscalar operator with spin parity J p =  0~.

Now we proceed to calculate the decay amplitudes and decay rates, within the 

factorization approximation, for the processes

F  — ► Mi M2, 

where ( \ h . M 2) =  (P i,P 2). ( P M ,  (W,V2).

3.4.1 F — A PXP2

Here we have a decay of a pseudoscalar into two pseudoscalars:

(3.51)

o - 0 ' 0“ . (3.52)

Conservation of angular momentum requires that the particles Pi and P2 be in a 

relative 5  state. Assuming factorization, the decay amplitude for this process is 

given by,

• V F  — ► P M  -  C < ft(fe)|/,|0 )(F i(* ,)|j;|F (JO > . (3.53)
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where the four-momenta are related by

9/i — ( F  ^i)/i

Kp =  (A:i +  ^2)^. (3.54)

In the center of mass we have

K  =  (mF, 0,0,0), 

ki = —k2 =  k,

ki =  (£71? k), k2 =  (£2, - k ) .  (3.55)

Using Eqns. (3.25) and (3.35) in Eq. (3.53) we obtain

— mi  \  „  m i — mi, ** . \ l l l r  '**1 \ «  / H r  —  m »  „(A -I- ArO^ -  q A  Fi +  —̂ 2-----9/i^o.4W(F  — > APa) =  - i G f 2k2(t

=  - i G f 2(m2F -  m1)FQPl{ml). (3.56)

The decay rate is given by

r <p - P ' P’> -  ^  P‘P2)|2

-  c - S r !)V ^ > ) 2 w- <3-57»

3.4.2 F — y PV

This a decay of the type

0“ — ► 0" 1". (3.58)

Conservation of angular momentum requires the final state PV  to be in a relative 

P  state. There are two cases to be distinguished depending on which particle, the 

pseudoscalar or the vector, is created out of the vacuum. We have the following 

amplitudes

A.vp{F — > VP)  =  G(P(fc2)l^|0>(V(A:1)|j;|F (A :)),

Ajm(F — ► PV)  =  G(V(ki)\JF\0)(P{k2)\Jl\F{K)). (3.59)
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Using Eqns. (3.25), (3.35) (3.40) and (3.47) in Eq.(3.59) we get

A ^ F - ^ V P )  =  2 Gmv f PA ^ \ m 2py . K ,

ApviF — ► PV') =  2 G m v f v F r { r n l ) e \ K .  (3.60)

The decay rates are given by

r(F - >  VP)  =  - y - | AJ ± - \ A  I2
8m2FTT '

r ^F ^ p v ^ ^ A^ ’ (3-61) 

From Appendix B we have the following polarization vectors e of the vector meson

e'(± )  =  - )= (0 ,T l ,- i .0 ) .

e"(0) =  —  ( |k |,0 ,0 ,£ ) . (3.62)
my

In the rest frame of the decaying heavy flavor F  we have

e(±).A’ =  0,

e(0).AT =  — |k|. (3.63)my

Substituting Eq. (3.63) in Eq. (3.60) we obtain

-4„p(F — y VP) = 2GmF/ P.40FV'(m>)|k|,

A ^ F  — > PV)  =  2GmF/v F 1FP(m2-) |k |. (3.64)

The decav rates then become,

[■(£>— »V P) =  (.4^l (mJ.))2 |k|3.

r ( D — >PV) = ^ - ( f f V v ) ) 2 |k |3. (3.63)

3.4.3 P(K)  —>■ Vi(fci)V2(fc2)

These decays are of the type

-► r i -  (3.66)
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Figure 3.4: Helicities of the the particles \ \  V2 in the parent rest frame

Assuming factorization the amplitude for this process is given by

Aw(F  — ► PV) = G(\'\(ki)\Jn\0)(V2(k2)\J'n\F(K)) (3.67)

Using Eqns. (3.40), (3.42) and (3.47) with the condition

€i.q =  €\.ki =  0, (3.68)

we get for the decay amplitude:

e ^ T ^ K ^ V i q 2)

+imvlh \ [ * \A im F + m V2)Ai{q2)

Conservation of angular momentum (see Appendix B) requires the particles in the 

final state to be in S, P  and D  partial waves, and the helicities, A and A', of the two 

final-state vector particles to be the same (Fig. 3.4).

3.4.4 Calculation of the Helicity Amplitudes Aoo and A±±

By A w  we denote the helicity amplitude.

1. Longitudinal amplitude Aoo

VVe need to evaluate each of the three terms in Eq. (3.69). In the rest frame of 

the parent (decaying) particle we have

K  — ki +  ko — 0, (3.70)
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we select the positive z-axis to be parallel to the direction of the momentum ki 

of the particle V\, thus ki =  —k2 =  k. The momenta of the particles are given 

by,

K  =  (jtif, 0,0,0)

^  =  (£x ,0 ,0 ,|k |)

k2 =  (£ 2, 0,0, —|k|). (3.71)

We have from Appendix B

and

d(O,0 =  O) =  —  (|k |, 0. 0, E i ) .TTli

62(O,0 =  tt) =  —  ( - |k | .  0, 0, E i ) ,  (3.72)
m2

e;(0).e;(0) =  - |k |2+ ^ ‘£ : .
77117712

e j . { K - k 2) =  —277if.|k|2
77i f  +  m2 1 2 m \m 2(mF +  m2) ’*

The longitudinal amplitude is then,

Aoo(<72) =  + ElE2{mF +  m2)Al{q2)y rn.\m2

2m’' |k|2 * (« * ))  ■ (3-74)m\m 2{jnF +  m2)

In addition, we have the following kinematic relations,

EiEt + |k|
2 m F — — m.2

2

|k |2 =  ^ 2  [{m F ~  (mi +  m2)2) ( 4  -  {mi -  m2)2)] . (3.75)
F

we define

t =  — , and r  =  — , (3.76)
771 f  771 f
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Eq. (3.74) can be recast in the following form

A0o{q2) = - iG m i f i ( m F +  m2) ^  ^  ^ (g2) -  ^  ^ ^ .42(g2) ) .

(3.77)

2. Transverse amplitudes A±±

The polarization vectors are

^ (± 1 ,0  =  0) =  - ^ ( 0 ,  =Fl, - i ,  0 ) .

e2(± l,0  =  7r) =  -^=(0, ±1, - i ,  0 ) .  (3.78)

As with the case of Aqq, we have from Appendix B:

e r ( ± K u(±)K»k^V(q2) =  T im F |k|V(92), (3.79)

el(±).«5(±) = 1,
e'2(±). (K -  k2) =  0.

e\{±).{K + k2) = 0 (3.80)

The transverse amplitudes are then given by,

A±±{q2) = G (  - - - i l l  ( ^ i m F\k\)V{q2) + imxf x(mF +  m ^ .4 ^ ?2)}
( mF +  m 2 J

=  iGm.ifi(mF + m 2) ^ ( g 2) T  2 ^ ~ ^V '(g2) j  . (3.81)

The helicity and partial wave amplitudes are related by ( see Appendix B);

•4o° = ~7S5+l/ID’

-  ^ +;*p+>

•4 - -  -  ^ 5 - 7 f p + 7 6 D ( 3 - 8 2 )
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Solving for S, P  and D,

S  =  -j= (A++ +  A— -  .40o), 

P  =

D =  -j= (A++ +  A— +  2Aqo) • (3.83)

For completeness, we introduce here the transversity basis [12], .4o. -4|| and A_j_. 

through

Aq =  Aoo

An =

A± =

&

-

A++ +  A— )

=  P. (3.84)

Each of the three bases form a complete set. and could be used in the analysis. The 

partial wave amplitudes are in general complex and can be expressed as follows.

S  =  | S | exp i6s ,

P  =  |P |exp2 '5p ,

D  =  | D | exp i8o, (3.85)

where £\- is the phase shift associated with the corresponding partial wave.

5, P  and D amplitudes were calculated first by using the amplitudes in Eqns.

(3.77) and (3.81) in (3.83) and feeding in the phases by hand as shown in Eq. (3.85). 

One gets,

|S| =  G
+ m2) 

2y/3rt
(1 — r2 +  4rt — t2)Aj —

4lkj2/m 2 
(1 +  r)2

A-2
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\P\ =  G 

\D\ =  G

+  m2)\/2 2̂ ™ y V(q2)

+ TTI2 )
y/Ert

(3.86)

In terms of the helicity, the partial-wave and the transversity amplitudes, the 

decay rate is given by

|k|r(F—>v\v2) =
8 m2F
|k|

++ I2 +  I ‘4 —  |2 +  | .40o |21

“  8 ^ { |S|2 + |Pl2+|Dl2}'

=  s l f c : { | A o | 2  +  | A n | 2  +  | A x | 2 }
(3.81

and is independent of the phases The results in Eq. (3.87) follow from the fact 

that each basis is complete.

The longitudinal polarization is defined by the ratio of the longitudinal decay rate 

to the total decay rate,

Too
Pl = r '

-4qo 12
(3.88)

I -4++ |2 +  | -4— |2 +  | .40o |2 

One can work with the helicity amplitudes or the partial-wave amplitudes. We prefer 

to work with the latter as the dependence of the polarization on the partial-wave 

phases is more obvious in that basis. Using Eq. (3.82) and (3.85)we get

.4,00 |2 _ 1 2\/2
=  , \ S \ 2 + - \ D \ 2 - ^ \ S \ \ D \ cos(6s - 8d ). (3.89)

The polarization is then

1 1 S  |2 +2 | D |2 —2y/2 | S  || D | cos5sd 
L 3 i S  |2 +  | P  |2 +  | D  |2 (3.90)

In contrast to the decay rate Eq. (3.87), the polarization depends on the phase 

difference 8sd = 8s  - 8 d arising from the interference between S and D waves.
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The decay rate, Eq. (3.87), is given by the sum of square of partial waves ampli

tude (no interference term,), consequently small amplitudes ( D waves) are masked 

by larger one ( S  waves). In the other hand, the polarization, Eq. (3.90), involves an 

interference term where the small D-amplitude is multiplied by the large S-amplitude 

and by a factor 2y/2 ~  3, hence a large enhancement of the contribution from D-wave, 

which could have large effect on the polarization.

We observe that if we use Eq. (3.86) in (3.87) the decay rate exhibits a dependence 

on |k|, |k |3. |k |5 which reflect the threshold behavior expected of S, P  and D waves 

respectively.
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Chapter 4

D f  —> <j)p+ Decay

4.1 Introduction

The branching ratio and the longitudinal polarization in —► <j>p+ have now been

measured

B(£»s+ -> <pp+) =  (6.7 ±2.3)% [1]

P U D ? -> <l>p+) =  Tl /T

=  (0.370 ±  0.035 ±  0.038) [2]. (4.1)

Theoretically. Gourdin et al. [3] studied the ratio

Rh =  B(D:^<t>p+)/B(Dj^<t>ir+)

=  1.86 ±  0.26 ±  [4] (4.2)

Within the context of the factorization scheme, which the authors of [3] adopt, 

this ratio is independent of the normalization of the form factor Af*0(O). It depends 

on the ratios x D,0(O) and yD,0{O) defined by:

X».V )  s  - ii lV )

„ * V )  ^  ( 4 3 )
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and on the q2 dependence of the form factors. For the definitions of the form factors, 

see Bauer, Stech and Wirbel [5]. No particular model for the form factors was assumed 

in [3] . Instead, Rh was studied as a function of xD*0(O) and yD"*’(0) in three different 

scenarios for the q2 dependence of the form factors. The result of [3] was that the 

(x£>a®(0), y050(O)) domain allowed by Rh was inconsistent with the measurement of 

x D‘<t>(o) and yD,<t>(0) from the semileptonic data, Da — ► <pl+vi, in Ref. [6], and just 

barely consistent with that of Ref. [7] . The allowed domain of x£>*<)(0) and yDiO{0) 

was also inconsistent with the theoretical prediction of [5]. Ref. [3] also concluded 

that within the factorization scheme, the allowed range of x£>,<i’(0) and yD,<s(0) implied 

the following limits on the longitudinal polarization:

Monopole form factors with pole-mass 2.53 GeV: 0.43 < Pl < 0.55.

Monopole form factors with pole-mass 3.50 GeV: 0.33 < Pl < 0.55.

Flat form factors: 0.36 < Pu < 0.55. (4.4)

Subsequently, the authors of [8] incorporated nonfactorized contributions in the 

decay matrix elements, and using the average of x D,<l,{0) and yD,0{O) from data [6. 7. 

9], showed that Rh of Eq. (4.2) and

Rst = B {D f  ->OTr+)

=  0.54 ±0.10. [10] (4.5)

could be understood within a scenario where the form factors have a monopole de

pendence as in [5]. However, there had to be significant nonfactorization contribution 

to D f  —> d7r+, though factorization need not be violated in D f  —> op+. The authors 

of ref. [8] did not study longitudinal polarization.

An important point to be made is that there are three partial waves in P V Y  

decays, 5, P  and D, and though the decay rate, Eq. (4.24), does not depend on their 

phases, the longitudinal polarization, Eq. (4.25), does depend on the phase difference

Ssd — $s — &d- (4.6)
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Figure 4.1: External VV-emission diagram contributing to the Cabibbo favored 

— >■ p+d> decay

The authors of ref. [3] did not consider the effect of partial wave amplitude phases 

on the longitudinal polarization.

In this chapter [11] we have studied the data given in Eq. (4.1) within the context 

of factorization invoking several form factor models, details of which are given in the 

next section, and allowing for nonzero S, P  and D wave phases.

4.2 Details of the Calculations

The decay D+ — > p+<f> is Cabibbo-favored and is induced by the effective weak

Hamiltonian given by Eq. (3.15)

H  =  ^  cos2 0c[ai(ud) (sc) +CiO%\,

=  G'F[at(ud)(sc) +  C20 8], (4-7)

where

G'f =  ^ f c o s 2dc, (4.8)
v2
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Figure 4.2: Hair-pin quark diagram for D+ — > p+4> decay. The singlet meson o is 

created from the vacuum.

and the parameter is defined to be [8]

r  -l. ^'2 a\ — C\ -l- —

=  1 .0 9  ± 0 . 0 4 .  (4 .9 )

In the factorization approximation one neglects the contribution from the octet cur

rent part, Os, and the matrix element of the first term is written as a product of two 

current matrix elements. The quark diagram which contributes to D j  — > p+o decay 

is shown in (Fig. 4.1). It should be pointed out that there are no W-annihilation or 

W-exchange terms in Ds+ -> p+<j> decay (see (Fig. 3.1)). However, hair-pin graphs 

(Fig. 4.2) are allowed, but as we discussed in Chapter 2 they have negligible con

tribution. We neglect them in what follows. In the factorization approximation, the 

decay amplitude takes the following form:

A (D ; — > p+<f>) =  a w * *  I Sc | D t)(p+ | Ud I 0), (4.10)

Each of the current matrix elements can be expressed in terms of meson decay 

constants and invariant form factors. According to Eqns. (3.40), (3.42) and (3.43) 

we have

(P +  I u d  I 0 )  =  m p /p e ^  (4 .1 1 )
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{(f> I sc I Ds) =  — - W r C kpD ka0V(q2) + i {e^(m Dj +  m ^ A ^ q 2)
T7iDt t  Tfl#

m  " (k* +  kD,)n M q2) -  “7 T  2 m * 9m ^ a (? 2)mo, +  77i0 g-4

+  ^ 2 m 0 < 7 Mylo(92)}, (4.12)
92

where

q = kD, ~  k0, (4.13)

is the momentum transfer, / p ( for which we use 212.0 MeV ) is the decay constant

of the p meson and e*, ep are the polarization vectors of the vector mesons o and p

respectively. .4,(g2), {i =  1,2,3) and V(q2) are the invariant weak transition D f  — ► 6 

form factors defined in [5].

The longitudinal and transverse helicity amplitudes .40o, A++ and .4 for

D f  — >• p+o are given by equations (3.77) and (3.81)

A0o(Dj — > p+<f>) = —iG'F m„ f p {m D, + m0) <n {q .4f'*(mJ)

-  A$‘0{m2)} (4.14)

where the parameter a  and 0  are defined as follows,

1 -  r2 -  t2
a  =  ----   .

2ri

3 =  2rt(l +  r)2’ (4' l0)

and the function /C(r, t) is given by

4|k |21C2 =
m D.

K.2 =  (1 +  r4 + 14 — 2r2 — 2f2 — 2r2t2) (4.16)

with
.  ttip / ,  ,

r  = -------- , t = — — . 4.17
m D. m D,

The other two helicity amplitudes are:

A±±{Df — ► P+<£) =  * G'f mp f p {mD, + m0) a x {A f‘*(mJ)

T l V D‘0(m2p)} ,  (4.18)
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where the parameter 7 is given by

7 =
K

(4.19)(1 + r ) 2’

The partial waves amplitudes, 5, P  and D, were calculated first by using the 

helicity amplitudes shown in Eqns. (4.14) and (4.18) in Eq. (3.83) we obtain the 

following results (see Eq. (3.86))

S =  iG'Fa im pfp{mD, +  m«>) 

4lk l V <  , 0.0, 2

_1_

>/*

(1 — r2 +  4rf — f2)
2 rt

2rt(l + r) (mi)

P  =  - i G 'f Qi mp / p (mD, +  m0) \/2 V'DjC>(mg).

(t +  r)2 -  1) <Dl<l/_ 2
D =  i G'F a! mp f p (mD. +  m*) y  -

4 | k p / m ^  0 2 r
2rt(l +  r)2 (m^

2rt

(4.20)

then feeding in the phases by hand as shown in Eq. (3.85).

In the following calculation we are mainly interested in the ratio of partial wave 

amplitudes, therefore we drop a common factor of

P  =  i G'f a! m p f p (mo, +  m0). 

from the equation (4.20) which reduces to the following simple form

S  =  i { ( 2  +  a).4f-,,K ) - / ? .4 2D-V J )} ,

P =

D =  y | { ( l -a )A ° -* (m l)+ l3 A ° -° (m l) } .  

Let us define the ratios rsp and rSD as follows:

(4.21)

(4.22)

rsp =
JSI 
I py

■Jl |7V'd-*K )I
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(4.23)

_  1 | (2 +  a) -  0 x D-*(m2p) |
y/6 \ y y Di*(mj)\

r  -
rsD ~  \D\'

_  1 1 (2 +  a) .4f**(m%) -  0 A ^ j m 2)
y/2 j (1 -  a) A?‘*(m*) +  0 A ^ ( m 2)

-  1 I (2 +  Q) ~  x D,<t,(ml) |
y/2\ (1 - a )  + 0 x D*(m l)

The decay rate is expressed as follows

r(z>r—*/>-<>) = |J f  {|S|2 + iff + |C|2}.
D»

= + r s ^ +  rs ^} (4-24)

In the same manner the longitudinal polarization is given by Eq. (3.90)

1 \ S \ 2 + 2 \ D \ 2 - 2 y / 2 \ S \ \ D \ c o s 6 SD 
L 3 | S  |2 + | P  |2 + | D |2

_  1 1 +  2 rsp ~  2\/2 r jp  cos 6Sp 
3 1 4~ rcp + Tc

(4.25)
' S P  - r  ' s o

For D+ — > p+<p decay the values of the parameters r. t. £ ,  a, 3 and 7 are:

r  =  0.518, t =  0.390, £  = 0.415,

q =  1.433, 0  =  0.185, 7 = 0.180, (4.26)

then, the partial waves amplitudes S, P , D are

S  =  ~^= {3.433 A?J*(mJ) -  0.185 A ^ 0(mJ)}.

P  =  -  0.180 \/2 V D**(mJ),

D {-0.433 +  0.185.42D**(m’)} . (4.27)

and the ratios rsp and r5D

1 | 3.433 A?‘*(m2p) -0 .185  A f‘*(m*) 1
i*sp = v'fi | 0.180 V'D**(m2)
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rsD =

1 | 3.433 -0 .185 s ^ m * )  |
7E  | 0.180 y°-*(m*)|

1 | 3.433 A?'*(m2p) -  0.185 A ^ i m 2) \
7 5 1 -0.433 Af*0(m2) +  0.185 A ^ i m j )  | ’

(4.28)
1 | 3.433 -  0.185 x D̂ ( m 2)

v/2 | -0.433 +0.185 x D‘*(m2p) |*

To continue with the numerical analysis of the decay rate T(Da — > p<p) the ratios 

rsp. rsD and the longitudinal polarization Pl , we have used form factors from six 

different sources:

1. Bauer. Stech and Wirbel (BSW/) [5], where an infinite momentum frame is 

used to calculate the form factors at q2 =  0, and a monopole form ( pole masses 

are as in [5] ) for q2 dependence is assumed to extrapolate all the form factors 

to the desired value of q2.

2. BSWI I  is a modification of BSW/, where while F0(q2) and .4i(g2) are the same 

as in BSW7, a dipole q2 dependence is assumed for .42(g2) and V(q2).

3. Altomari and Wolfenstein (AW) model [12], where the form factors are evaluated 

in the limit of zero recoil, and a monopole form is used to extrapolate to the 

desired value of q2.

4. CDDGFN model [13], where the form factors are evaluated at q2 =  0 in an 

effective Lagrangian satisfying heavy quark spin-fiavor symmetry in which light 

vector particles are introduced as gauge particles in a broken chiral symmetry. 

A monopole form is used for the q2 dependence. We mention here that we 

have updated this model by using more recent experimental results of the form 

factors [1], and the decay constant fo .  [14]:

A?k ' (0) =  0.55 ±0.03,

.4 f* ‘(0) =  0.40 ±0.08,

V DK'(0) =  1.0 ±0.2 ,
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f D, =  241 ± 3 7  M e \\  (4.29)

in calculating the weak couplings constant, of the model, at q2 =  0 [13] , which 

are subsequently used in evaluating the required form factors.

5. Isgur, Scora, Grinstein and Wise (ISGW) model [15], where a non-relativistic 

quark model is used to calculate the form factors at zero recoil and an expo

nential q2 dependence is used to extrapolate them to the desired q2.

6. The experimental values [1] of the form factors at q2 =  0 and extrapolating 

them using monopole forms.

4.3 Results and Discussion

In Table 4.1 we present the predicted values of ratios x D,0(q2), yD,(t>{q2) and the form 

factors at q2 =  0 and q2 =  m 2 in different models as well as their experimental values 

at q2 =  0:

,4?s®(0) =  0.62 ±0.06,

.4?s*(0) =  1.0 ±0.3,

V'Ds0(O) =  0.9 ±0.3 , 

i°* 0(O) =  1.6 ±0.4,

yD'*(0) =  1.5 ±0.5 , (4.30)

determined from semileptonic decays, D f  — > <bl+vi [1], and extrapolated them with 

monopole forms to q2 = m 2.

The results for the decay rate T(D+ — ► p<p), the phase difference 6sd and the 

ratios rsp, rSD are summarized in Table 4.2. For the entries in the last column of 

Table 4.2 we have used the experimental values Eq. (4.30) of the form factors.

First, we note from the Table 4.2 that all models, except the CDDGFN and the 

one where experimentally measured form factors are used, overestimate the decay
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rate. This fact arises from an overestimate of the form factor A\. Reference [16] has 

noted this fact and attributes it to the imposing of chiral symmetry. Further, as Ref.

[17] has argued, more theoretical as well as experimental studies are needed for a 

better understanding of the q2 dependence of form factors. Second, we observe that 

all the six sources of form factors allow a range for the longitudinal polarization which 

overlaps with experiment with a phase difference 5sd /  0. Note that the polarization 

is independent of the normalization of Ai. It is also found that most of the final 

state in the decay D+ —> p+<p is in the S  wave. If we consider the final state to get 

contribution only from S  wave the decay rates would only be reduced by (5 to 12) %. 

while the polarization would be

P U S )  = i  (4.31)

It is also seen from the Table 4.2 that the hierarchy of the sizes of the partial wave 

amplitudes is :

| S | > | P | > | D | ,  (4.32)

which is in accordance with intuitive expectations based on threshold arguments. 

Calculations in Table 4.2 show that

rSp -  4 — ► rjp  ~  0.25.

rSD ~  10 —+ rsb s  0.1. (4.33)

the decay rate is then Eq. (4.24)

T =  |S |2 {1 + 0 .063+  0.01}. (4.34)

Eq. (4.34) shows that contributions from P  and D  waves to the decay rate is about

7% which is in agreement with a dominantly 5  wave final state. However, for the

polarization Eq. (4.25), we have

1 1 +  0.02 — 0.2y/2 cos 5sd 
L ~  3 1 +  0.063 +  0.01 !

=  ^ (0.951 -  0.264 cos f e e } » (4.35)
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taking the ratio of Pl in Eq. (4.35) with Pl{S) of pure S wave final state, in Eq.

(4.31) we obtain

Pl
Tp Pl(SY

=  0.951 -  0.264 cos (iso. (4.36)

The allowed range of Tp is Eq. (4.36)

0.69 < TP < 1.22. (4.37)

Equation (4.37) shows that a small D wave component of one order of magnitude 

smaller than S  could have a large effect, up to 30%, on the longitudinal polarization.

We observe from Table 4.2 that the errors in the phase difference 6sd are large

despite the fact that the errors in the polarization Pl are small. It is the S -wave

dominance which makes an accurate determination of <5sd difficult. As the polariza

tion is sensitive to D waves, a more precise measurements of Pl is required for an 

accurate determination of phase difference Ssd-
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Table 4.1: Model predictions of Af'*(0), .4?'*(0), V D‘*{0), A?‘*{m2p), and

V Dt<t>(m2) form factors and the ratios xD,*(0), yD,<t>(0), xD,<t,(m2), yD‘°(m2) for the 

processes D+ — > p+<t>. In the last column we use the experimentally measured form 

factors from the semi leptonic decays D+ — > 4>l+vi.

B S W  I B S W  I I AW C D D G FN IS G W Expt.FF[ 1]

.4?*°(0) 0.820 0.820 0.815 0.517 0.788 0.62 ±  0.06

.4?*°(0) 1.076 1.076 0.506 0.419 0.696 1.0 ± 0 .3

r°*®(0) 1.319 1.319 1.559 1.076 1.068 0.9 ±  0.3

A°-*(m2p) 0.903 0.903 0.898 0.570 0.951 0.68 ±  0.07

A ° ‘°(m2p) 1.185 1.306 0.557 0.462 0.841 1.10 +  0.33

V D‘«(m2p) 1.521 1.753 1.798 1.495 1.290 1.04 ±  0.35

xD*®(0) 1.312 1.312 0.621 0.810 0.883 1.60 ±0.24(18]

yD* (  0) 1.608 1.608 1.913 2.081 1.356 1.92 ±0.32(18]

x D'*{m2p) 1.312 1.446 0.620 0.811 0.884 1.61 ±0.51

y ^ H ) 1.684 1.941 2.002 2.623 1.356 1.52 ±  0.53
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Table 4.2: Decay rate, T, phase difference Ssd = 5$ -  6d and the ratios tsp =  

rsD =  |§| for D+ — > p+<f> decay. The values of T must be multiplied by 1012s~l . SSd 

is the value needed to get agreement with the experimental values, to one standard 

deviation, of the longitudinal polarization Pi =  0.370 ±  0.052. The last column 

uses experimentally measured form factors (see Table 4.1). ’Expt.FF’ stands for 

’Experimental form factors’.

B S W  I  B S W I I A W CD D G FN IS G W Expt.FF

r  0.32 0.32 0.35 0.15 0.37 0.18 ±  0.04[1]

6°sd 135 ±  45 138 ±  43 122 ±  32 140 ±  40 120 ±  35 134 ±  46

fU 4.3 3.7 3.8 2.8 5.5 4.7

$  11.9 13.5 7.4 8.2 8.6 16.5

Experimental value of decay rate 

Experimental value of polarization Pl

r  =  0.14 ±  0.05 [1] 

=  0.370 ±  0.052 [2]
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Chapter 5

Helicity and partial wave 

amplitude analysis of D  —y K * p  

decay

5.1 Introduction

The weak hadronic decay of the charm D meson to two resonant vector particles is 

difficult to analyze experimentally, as well as to understand theoretically. At the the

oretical level much of the effort in the past was devoted to understanding mainly the 

decay rate Y(D VxV2) ( V  stands for vector meson). Studies based on the factor

ization model were carried out by Bauer el al. [1] and Kamal et al. [2]. Approaches 

based on flavor SU{3) symmetry and broken SU{3) symmetry were pursued also by 

Kamal et al. [2] and by Hinchliffe and Kaeding [3]. Bedaque et al. [4] have carried 

out a pole-dominance model calculation .

One peculiarity of a pseudoscalar meson, P, decaying into two vector mesons is 

that the final-state particles are produced in different correlated polarization states. 

The hadronic matrix element

A = <V,V2 | H  | P ) , (5.1)
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involves three invariant amplitudes which can be expressed in terms of three different, 

but equivalent, bases;

• the helicity basis | H—h), | -----), |00),

•  the partial-wave basis (or the LS-basis) |S), |P), |D)

•  the transversity basis |0), | ||), | -L).

The interrelations between the amplitudes in these bases are presented in chapter 2 

and Appendix B. The data [5] for D —> K 'p  decay are quoted either in terms of the 

helicity branching ratios or the partial-wave branching ratios. Hence our study of the 

process D —> K 'p  is carried out in these two bases. We have undertaken a theoretical 

analysis for the particular decay, D —> K'p, assuming factorization approximation 

and using a variety of models for the form factors [6]. Such a study has not been 

undertaken in the past.

The experimental analysis of D -» K'p ,  measurement of the branching ratio, 

partial-wave branching ratios, polarization etc. is done by considering the resonant 

substructure of the four-body decays D —► Kmnr  [7, 8]. There are several two-body 

decay modes1, for example:

D — > K*p — > Kirint,

D — > K i (1270)tt — > Kmnr,

D — > Aai(1260) — ► A'tttttt, (5.2)

which contribute to the final states in D° —> K’°7r_7r+7r0, D + —> K ~ 7r+7r+7r°, D° -» 

K ~ ~+TT*ir~. Following standard practice, Refs. [7, 8] took the signal terms of the 

probability density function to be a coherent sum of complex amplitudes for each 

decay chain leading to the four-body decays of D. Hence, the different contributing 

amplitudes can interfere among themselves. In general, the interference terms do not

1 three-body modes can also contribute see Refs. [7, 8, 10]
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integrate to zero (see [9] for more details about the three-body decay D  —> Kirn). 

Consequently, the sum of the fractions fi does not add up to unity: Z  /i #  1 ( see Refs. 

[7, 9, 10]). The branching fractions into two-body channels are then determined by 

maximizing the likelihood function. The branching fraction into any particular two- 

body channel, such as D —> K 'p ,  can be analyzed in terms of the helicity amplitudes

(A++, A  , ,400), or the partial-wave amplitudes (S, P , D), or the transversity

amplitudes (.40, A\\, .4j_). As a result of the completeness of each one of these bases, 

the decay rate T(D -> K'p)  is expressed as an incoherent sum of the helicity, or the 

partial-wave, the transversity amplitudes [11, 12, 13]

r(£> — > K'p)  =  J ^ { | S | 2 +  |P |2 +  |D |2},

= gj.^2 {l^ooI2 4- [A++I2 + |.4—|2},

=  +  1-4|||2 4- IA J2}. (5.3)

This imposes some constraints on the helicity and the partial-wave branching frac

tions, B, as they should add up to the total branching fraction for the mode D —> K 'p  

as follows:

_  T(D — > K'p)
K'p r[D — > all) '

=  B s  +  Bp  -l- Bp,

= B++ +  B — +  Boo,

=  Bo +  B_ || +  B±.  (5.4)

A sim ile  situation occurs in np annihilation to 3 ( and 5) pions [14] where S  and P  

waves are treated incoherently. Having said that, the data for the decay D° — >• K'°p° 

is [5]:

B * .0po =  1.47 ±  0.33%,

Bs =  2.8 ±  0.6%,

B p  — 1-9 ±  0.6%,
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B r .opo =  1.5 ±  0.5 %. (5-5)
transverse

An obvious problem with the D° —► K*°p° data in Eq. (5.5) is that one of the 

constraints in Eq. (5.4) is violated: the sum of the branching fractions into 5  and 

D  states exceeds the total branching fraction. The fact that this sum also exceeds 

the transverse branching fraction is, by itself, not a problem due to the interference 

between the S and D waves. However, the problem with the data [5] is that the trans

verse branching fraction saturates the total branching fraction. There is, therefore, 

an internal inconsistency in the data: all the data listings cannot be correct. The 

Particle Data Group listing of D —► K*p data has remained unchanged since 1992.

We believe that the source of the inconsistency in the data [5, 7, 8] has to do 

with the identification of the partial-wave amplitudes, 5, P  and D, with the Lorentz 

structures in the decay amplitude (see Table II and, especially. Eqns. (32) - (34) of

[7]). The decay amplitude A for the process P  —> \\V 2 is expressed in terms of three 

independent Lorentz structures and their coefficients, represented in the notation of 

[15. 16] by a, 6.c, and in the notation of [17] by the form factors Ai(q2), A2(q2) and 

V(q2) . We discuss this point in detail in the next section, but suffice it to say here 

that in [7] the P -wave amplitude is identified with c of [15, 16] (or V{q2) of [17]). 

which is correct; however, they identify the S -wave amplitude with a of [15, 16] (or 

A\{q2) of [17]) and D-wave amplitude with b of [15. 16] (or A2(q2) of [17]), which is 

incorrect. We discuss this point in some detail in sections 5.3 and 5.4.

Part of the problem could also be that the transverse amplitudes .4++, .4 and

the longitudinal amplitude .4oo were fitted independently in [7]. Their argument 

for doing so was the large measured polarization of K * in the semileptonic decay 

D — > K'lvi  [18]. However, later measurements [19] of the polarization of K ‘ being 

much smaller vitiate this procedure.
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5.2 Method

The decay D  -)• K 'p  is Cabibbo-favored and is induced by the effective weak Hamil

tonian which can be reduced to the following color-favored (C F ) and color-suppressed 

(CS) forms Eqns. (3.15), (4.8):

U c f  =  G'F [a!(ud)(sc)+  C 2C>8], (5.6)

Mcs =  G'F [a2(uc)(sd)-l-CiOs], (5.7)

we use the following values for the parameters ai and a2 [20]:

aj =  1.26 ±  0.04,

a2 =  -0 .5 1  ±0.05. (5.8)

In general ax and a2 are related to the Wilson coefficients C\ and C2 by Eq. (3.13)

a \= C \  + -^jr, a2 =  C2 + -rp, (5.9)
iV jV

where N is an effective number of colors, and C x =  1.26, C2 =  —0.51 [21]. Using 

a value of N different from 3 is a way to parameterize nonfactorization effects. Our 

parameterization amounts to setting N  —> oo. This particular decay, D —> K'p. 

has also been studied by Kamal et al. [20] and by Cheng [22] from the viewpoint of 

explicit ( rather than implicit as is done here) nonfactorization.

In the factorization approximation one neglects the contribution from Os and Og, 

and the matrix element of the first term is written as a product of two current matrix 

elements. Since we are effectively working with N  ±  3, one could argue that the 

nonfactorization arising from Og and Og is being included. We consider the following 

three decays:

1. D° — > K ~ 'p+, a color-favored decay which gets contribution from external W- 

exchange, known as a class I process (Fig. 5.1.a).

2. D° K°'p°, a color-suppressed process which gets contribution from internal 

W  - exchange, known as a class II process (Fig. 5.1.b).
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,+

Figure 5.1: Quark diagrams contributing to D K'p:  a) class I or color favored tree 

diagram contributing to D° — > K~'p+ , b) class II or color suppressed tree diagram 

contributing to D° —► K°'p°, c) class III diagram contributing to D + —> K°'p+.
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3. D + —y K°*p+, a class III process which gets contribution from external as well 

as internal W-exchange mechanisms (Fig. 5.1.c).

In the factorization approximation the decay amplitudes are given by

A(D° ->• K ~’p+) =  G'Fcn(p+ \ u d \ Q ) ( K -  | sc | £>°).

.4(0° -♦ * V )  =  G‘f ^ ( K 0'  | sd | 0)(/)° | uc | D°).

A(D+ -*■ K°*p+) = G'f  {a i (p |u d |0 ) ( ^ * °  | s c | D +)

+a.2 {K°* | sd | 0)(p+ | tic | Z?+)} ,

=  A{D° -+ K - p +) +  V2A(D° K°'p°). (5.10)

The extra \/2 in Eq. (5.10) comes from the flavor part of the wave function of p°. Each 

of the current matrix elements can be expressed in terms of meson decay constants 

and invariant form factors as explained below.

The decay rate given by an incoherent sum of decay amplitudes Eq. (5.3). is 

independent of the partial-wave phases. However, the polarization does depend on 

the phase difference. 5sd =  6$ — Sp. arising from the interference between S- and 

D-waves. 11 5 |2 +2 1 D |2 —2n/2 | 5 |1 £> | coŝ sp 
L 3 | S | 2 +  | P | 2 +  | D | 2 ' l° 1

5.2.1 D° — > K*~p+

To calculate the amplitude A{D° —► K ~’p+) given in Eq. (5.10) we use the following 

results from Eqns. (3.40), (3.42) and (3.43):

(p+ \Ud\Q) = TTlpfp£*p

(K m~ | sc | D) =  kDkb v (g2) +  +  TnK.)A x{q2)
mo  +  ttik-

 £^9— (kK. + kD)pA2{(^) - £j^ 2 m K.qtlA z{q2)
mo +  m fc  q

+  K- ^  2m y.gM.4oCg2)}^

(5.12)
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where

q = kD -  kK• (5.13)

is the momentum transfer, f p is the decay constant of the vector meson p, and

ep are polarization vector, Ai(q2), (i =  1,2,3) and V{q2) are invariant weak transition

D — > K* form factors defined in [17].

The longitudinal, .4oo, and the two transverse, A++, A , helicity amplitudes are

given by Eqns. (3.77) and (3.81):

.4oo(D° -► K~*p+) =  - i G ’Fmpf p {mD + m K-.)a,i {qi A ^ k '{m2)

- 0i A ? k '(m 2p)] (5.14)

A±±{D° -» K '~p+) =  iG'Fm pf p (mD + m K— )at { .4 fK'(m^)

T7i V DK‘{m2p)} ,  (5.15)

where a t. and K.\ are function of r and t and given by

1 — r2 — t2
Ql =

0x =  

7 l =

2 rt 
K2

2rt(l + r)2’ 
1C L

(1 + r)2’
1C2 = (1 + r4 + 14 -  2r2 — 2t2 — 2r2t2), (5.16)

with

r =  t =  (5.17)
m D m D

Equivalently one can work with the partial wave amplitudes which are related to 

the helicity amplitudes by Eq. (3.82). Using Eqns. (5.14), (5.15) in Eq. (3.83) we 

obtain the partial wave amplitudes Si, Pi, and D\ for the decay D° —>■ K~mp+ in 

term of form factors

Si =  i G'f ai m p f p(mD +  m K-)
t/3

(1 — r2 + Art — t2) 
2 rt

A?K'(m2p)
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i M 2M 2D „ d* -( mjjl
2rf( l +  r )2

A  =  -*G 'F aim p/p (m D +  mK0 N / 2 ^ ^ f

Z?i =  i G'p ai Tfip f p (mD + m K-)

-  4|k|2/ m2D ADK'{m2p)
2r t( l  +  r )2 * 2 

In the following we drop a common factor of

(5.18)

T\ =  iG'Fmpfp(mD + m K- )a i ,

— t* G F ̂ p (5.19)

the partial wave amplitude are then

5, =  ^ { ( 2  +  a0 .4?K’K ) - < M ? K'(mJ)},

p, =  - v / 2 7 , r ° ' ' " K ) .

D, =  ^ | { ( l - Q , ) . 4 f K' K ) + / 3 , . 4 f K-(mJ)} (5.20)

These real amplitudes are assumed to be the magnitudes of the partial wave am

plitudes. The phases are then fed in by hand. For D -*■ K*~p+ the values of the 

parameters Qt , 3\ and 71 are

t =  0.411, r  =  0.479, =  0.454,

Qt =  1.525, A =  0.239, 7x =  0.207. (5.21)

Then, the partial waves amplitudes Si, Pi, Dx are

~  {3.525 A ?K\m 2t ) -  0.239 A fK"(m2) } ,

-  0.207 \/2 V DK'{m 2p),

{-0.525 ^ ( t t #  +  0.239 A ° K'(m 2p)} ,

Si

Pi
Di (5.22)
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and the ratios rsp and tsd

fsp  =

r S D  =

1 | 3.525 A ° K*(m2p) -  0.239 Af**(m2) | 
s/6 | 0.207 VD/C*(m2) |
1 | 3.525 -  0.239 xD/c‘(mJ) |

7 1  | 0.207 y°^(m 2) | ’
1 | 3.525 A?K'{m2p) -  0.239 A ? K*(m2p) \ 

7 1 1 -0.525AP*'(m*) +0.239 
1 | 3.525 -  0.239 xDK*(m2) |

(5.23)
s/2 | -0.525 + 0.239x DK'{m2p) | '

5 .2 .2  D °  — » K*°p°

The amplitude for this decay is given by Eq. (5.10), the matrix element needed are

(A'* | ud | 0) =  m K. f K.el
2

(5.24)

(p° | sc | D) =
m o  +  mp T C Pc ~ y Dk’ V D>(q2) + +  m„ ) .4 ? V )

m D + mp

£\ 5n2+ ~^r 2 mpqliAQP{q2)}, (5.25)

The calculation is the same as in the previous decay with the following changes: the 

parameter ai is replaced by a2 and the the vector mesons p and K* are interchanged. 

Hence the partial wave amplitudes are.

S2 =  iG'F ^ m K. f K.(m D + mp) - ^  

2rt{l + r)2 2 v K '

(1 — r2 +  4rt — t2) 
2 rt

A \ P{tti2k . )

p2 =

£>2 =  i G'F 0,2

7 1  
2 /™ 2

m K- f K• (mD +  mp)
£

(1 +  r)2 

(t + r)2 -  1)
2rt

A \ P{m2K.)

4|k| /m p  D - 
2 rt( l +  r )2 (mK-’

(5.26)
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In the following we drop a common factor of

F2 =  iG'FTnK.} K.{m D + m p) ^ | ,

S, =  i { ( 2  +  Q, ) .4 ^ m 2K. ) - / M i D,K : . ) } ,

Pi =  - v / S - f t l ^ t m 2..),

f t  =  ^ { ( l - o , M ? > & . ) + / M , 0' K . ) }

For D -4 A*V° the values of the parameters q2, #2 and 72 are

t =  0.479, r  =  0.411, £ 2 =  0.454,

a 2 =  1.525, & =  0.263, 72 =  0.228.

then, the partial waves amplitudes S2. P2, £>2 are

S2 = -j={3.o2oA?p{m2K.) -  0.263A?p(m2K.)} ,  

P2 =  -  0.228 V 2 V Dp{m2K.),

° 2 =  / |  { -0 -5 2 5  ^ f p(m2K.)  +  0.263

and the ratios rsp and rso

1 | 3.525A i P(m2K. ) -0 .2 6 3 A%p{m2K. ) \ 
rsP ~  n/6 |0.228V DP(m ^.)l

1 | 3.525 -  0.263 x Dp(m ^.) | 
n/6 I 0.228yD*(m2K.) \
1 1 3.525 A ?p(m2K. ) -  0.263 A f'°{m2K. ) | 

rSD ~  s / 2 \ -0 .525A?p(m2K. ) +  0.263A?p{m2K. ) \’
1 | 3.525 -0 .263  x ^ m 2*-.) I

y /21 -0.525 +  0.263 x Df>{m2K. ) \'
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Using equation (5.10) with equations (5.18), (5.26) we obtain for the partial wave 

amplitudes for the decay D + — > K'°p+

The knowledge of the different form factors is required to proceed further with the 

numerical estimate of the decay rate, T, and the longitudinal polarization Pl- Since it 

is not yet possible to obtain the q2 dependence of these form factors from experimental 

data, and a rigorous theoretical calculation is still lacking, we have relied on several

Bauer, Stech, and Wirbel (BSWI) [17], where an infinite momentum frame is used 

to calculate the form factors at q2 =  0, and a monopole form (pole masses are as in

value of q2, ii) BSWII [21] is a modification of BSWI, where while Fo{q2) and Ai(q2) 

are the same as in BSWI, a dipole q2 dependence is assumed for A2(q2) and V{q2), 

iii) Altomari and Wolfenstein (AW) model [24], where the form factors are evaluated 

in the limit of zero recoil, and a monopole form is used to extrapolate to the desired 

value of q2, iv) Casalbuoni, Deandrea, Di Bartolomeo, Feruglio, Gatto, and Nardulli 

(CDDGFN) model [25], where the form factors are evaluated at g2 =  0 in an effective 

Lagrangian satisfying heavy quark spin-flavor symmetry in which light vector particles

S3 = Si + V 2 S2 ,

= (^ [*> ,{(2  + a,MP*'-A.4°*'}

+ T k ' fl2{(2 +  cl2)Ai P — 02 A2 p} ] ,

P3 = Pi + 'PlP-i,

=  -*  C F V2 [Fp ax 7l V DK’ +  F K. a2 72 V Dp\ , 

D3 =  D\ +  V 2 D 2 ,

(5.32)

theoretical models for the form factors in our analysis. They are the following: i)

[17]) for q2 dependence is assumed to extrapolate all the form factors to the desired
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are introduced as gauge particles in a broken chiral symmetry. A monopole form is 

used for the q2 dependence. The experimental inputs for this model are from the 

semileptonic decay D -» K ’lu, and we have used the recent experimental values [26] 

of the form factors and the decay constant f o  [27]

A?*'(0) =  0.55 ±0.03,

Af**(0) =  0.40 ±0.08,

V DK\G) =  1.0 ±0.2,

f D =  1 9 4 ^  ±  lOA/eV’, (5.33)

in calculating the weak coupling constants of the model at q2 =  0 [25], which are 

subsequently used in evaluating the required form factors, v) Isgur, Scora. Grinstein. 

and Wise (ISGW) model [28], where a non-relativistic quark model is used to calculate 

the form factors at zero recoil and an exponential q2 dependence, based on a potential- 

model calculation of the meson wave function, is used to extrapolate them to the 

desired q2. vi) Bajc, Fajfer and Oakes (BFO) model [29], where the form factors 

.4i(<?2) and .42(q2) are assumed to be flat, and a monopole behavior is assumed for 

Y{q2): and finally (vii), a parameterization that uses experimental values (Exp.F)

[26] of the form factors at q2 = 0 and extrapolates them using monopole forms.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Parameters

For the numerical calculations we use the following values for the CKM matrix ele

ments and meson decay constants:

cos 6C ~  Vo, ~  Vud =  0.975,

/ p =  0.212 GeV, f K• =  0.221 GeV (5.34)
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In Table 5.1 we present the predicted values of the form factors in the different 

models as well as their experimental values [30]. One observes that while the model 

predictions for the form factors Al (g2) and V(q2) are in the range (0.6 — 1) and 

(0.8 —1.6), respectively, the model-dependence of A ^ q 1) shows a spread over a larger 

range: (0.4 — 3.7). A striking feature of the BFO model [29] is the large value of the 

form factor A 2 , which is incompatible with its experimental determination.

5.3.2 D° K*~p+

We calculate the experimental value of polarization from the listing of Ref. [5]:

p  = r (D° — >
1 r (D° —> p + K - )

2.9 ±  1.2 
6.1 ±2.4

=  0.475 ±  0.271. (5.35)

In Table 5.2 we have summarized the results for the decay rates I \  longitudinal 

polarization Pi, and partial-wave ratios | | |  and in different models.

We note from Table 5.2 that the models CDDGFN, BFO, and the scheme that 

uses experimentally measured form factors, predict a decay rate within a standard 

deviation of the central measured value. All other models overestimate the rate by 

several standard deviations. As for the longitudinal polarization, given the freedom 

of the unknown c o s <5s d , all models are able to fit the data. In particular, all models 

except BFO me able to predict the polarization correctly for 6sd =  0; in the BFO 

model for Ssd =  0, D° -> K m~p+ becomes totally transversely polarized. This cir

cumstance arises from the fact that BFO model predicts a large D-wave contribution, 

«  y/2. It then becomes evident from Eq. (3.82) that A00 vanishes. All models 

except BFO also display the partial-wave-amplitude hierarchy: | 5  |> | P  |> | D |; 

BFO model on the other hand predicts | S | > | Z ? | > | P | ,  which we believe is less 

likely. The reasoning goes as follows: For decays close to threshold, one anticipates 

the Lth partial-wave amplitude to behave like (| k  | /A)L, where | k  | is the center of
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Table 5.1: Model and experimental predictions for the form factors: A ? K'(q2). 

A ?* ' (Q2), v ™ '  (q2), A f V ) ,  A?'(q2), V ° p(q2) and the ratios x DK’(q2), yDK'(q2). 

x Dp(q2), yDp{q2) at q2 =  m 2K. ,m 2,0 for the process D — > K*p

B S W I B S W I I AW CDDGF IS G W BFO Exp.F [30]

.4 r* (o ) 0.880 0.880 0.805 0.550 0.799 0.578 0.55 ±  0.03

A ? K'(0) 1.147 1.147 0.642 0.40 0.816 3.747 0.40 ±  0.08

V DK'(0) 1.226 1.226 1.390 1.0 1.1 0.669 1.0 ± 0 .2

x DK'{0) 1.30 1.30 0.80 0.73 1.02 6.5 0.73 [32]

yDK'(0) 1.39 1.39 1.73 1.82 1.38 1.16 1.87 [32]

A ? K’ {m*) 0.969 0.969 0.887 0.606 0.909 0.578 0.606

a ^ ' H ) 1.264 1.392 0.707 0.441 0.929 3.747 0.441

V DK' H ) 1.414 1.630 1.602 1.153 1.25 0.773 1.153

x DK'{m 2p) 1.30 1.44 0.80 0.73 1.02 6.5 0.73

yDK’{m2) 1.45 1.68 1.81 1.90 1.38 1.34 1.90

A ° p( 0) 0.775 0.775 0.721 0.631 0.595 0.605 0.55 ±  0.03

A?p( 0) 0.923 0.923 0.730 0.420 0.744 3.574 0.40 ±  0.08

1.225 1.225 1.076 1.063 1.1 0.588 1.0 ±  0.2

A?p{m2K.) 0.898 0.898 0.835 0.732 0.766 0.605 0.637

A2P(m2K.) 1.070 1.240 0.846 0.487 0.958 3.574 0.464

V Dp(m2K.) 1.529 1.908 1.343 1.326 1.41 0.713 1.248
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mass momentum and A a mass scale. For | k |~  0.4 GeV and A ~  mo, one expects 

the hierarchy | S  |> | P  |> | D  |.

5.3.3 D + -A K*°p+

In contrast to the decay mode D° - a  K '~p+, here the data listing [5] is at best 

confusing. First, since the longitudinal and/or transverse branching ratios are not 

listed, it is not possible to calculate the longitudinal polarization. Second, though in 

Refs. [7, 10] the identification of the transversity amplitudes {At, A l  and .4*=1 in the 

notation of Ref. [7]) in terms of the partial-wave amplitudes is correct (see Eqns. (20) 

- (26) of Ref. [7]), their identification of the partial-wave amplitudes S and D in terms 

of the Lorentz structure of the decay amplitude is incorrect. In Table II, and more 

succinctly in Eqns. (32) and (34) of Ref. [7], the S -wave amplitude is identified with 

the Lorentz structure that goes with the form factor .4i, and the jD-wave amplitude 

with that of A2. In fact, the correct identification of the S- and D-wave amplitudes 

given in Eqns. (5.20), (5.28) shows that they are both linear superpositions of .4t 

and .42-

With the caveat that the identification of the partial waves in Refs. [7.10] is incor

rect (note also that the listing of Ref. [5] uses these references only), we take the S-. 

P-, and D-wave branching ratios at their face value and calculate the ‘experimental* 

ratios and j^ .

In Table 5.3, we have shown the calculated decay rate, the longitudinal polariza

tion and the ratios of the partial-wave amplitudes in different models and compared 

them with the data. The BFO [29] model is the only one that reproduces the total 

rate correctly. This model also generates a large D-wave amplitude, with the partial- 

wave hierarchy | S | > | D | > | P | .  This feature of the BFO model is due to the 

exceptionally large value of the form factor .42, which is in contradiction with the 

experimental determination of the form factor as shown in Table 5.1.
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5.3.4 D° K*°p°

Reference [5] lists the branching ratio, and the transverse branching ratio. This 

enables us to calculate the longitudinal polarization from

P l  —  1 -  P t ,

=  B(PQ -> K'°p0tranaverse)
B{D° -)• AT'0p°)

=  0.0 ±  jf t  (5.36)

Reference [5] also lists the S- and D-wave branching ratios. However, our criticism of 

these numbers in the previous subsection applies also to D° —> K'°p° decay. With this 

caution, we have taken their [5] numbers at face value and calculated the experimental 

and theoretical ratios of the partial wave amplitudes and listed them in Table 5.4.

We note from Table 5.4 that the rate in the BFO model is too low by three 

standard deviations; the rates predicted in BSWI and BSWII models are 1.5 standard 

deviations too high, while all other models fit the rate within one standard deviation. 

As for the longitudinal polarization, all models predict a value consistent with the 

data. All models also satisfy the J|j bound, but only the BFO model fits the ratio. 

This is because the BFO model generates a large D-wave amplitude.

A final comment: The inconsistency of the data is evident in the listing [5] of the 

total branching ratio and the individual partial-wave branching ratios. We know that 

the total branching ratio is an incoherent sum of the individual branching ratios in 

5, P , and D waves. Yet, in the Particle Data Group listing [5], the sum of S- and 

D-wave branching ratios exceeds the total. This by itself should cast doubt on the 

veracity of the data.

5.4 S-wave and Ai(q2) dominance

Since S -wave and D-wave amplitudes are linear superpositions of the form factors A! 

and A2, see Eqns. (5.20), (5.28), the concept of S  wave dominance is different from
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that of A\ dominance. All the models we have discussed, with the exception of the 

BFO model [29], predict that S-wave amplitude is the dominant amplitude. Further, 

since Ref. [7] identifies 5  ~  A\ and D  ~  A2, we need to look at what is meant by S  

wave dominance and contrast it with A x dominance.

Consider first the concept of 5-wave dominance. We see from Eqns. (5.3), (3.82) 

that in this approximation,

der of magnitude larger than the D-wave amplitude. Consequently, D wave would 

contribute only 1% to the rate relative to the 5  wave. However, it could influence 

the longitudinal polarization considerably through its interference with the S  wave. 

Depending on the value of 8s d the interference term could amount to a 30% correc

tion to Pi Sec. 4.3 (see also Ref. [31]). However, regardless of the exact size of the 

D-wave amplitude, 5-wave dominance would lead to:

Consider now the concept of A\ dominance. From Eqns. (5.14) and (5.15), we see 

that:

(5.37)

and

In practice, most of the models predict the 5-wave amplitude to be roughly an or-

(5.39)

A qq oc a A i ,  and

A++ — .4— ,

oc A i . (5.40)
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With a  =  1.52, the longitudinal helicity amplitude is the largest, and the longitudinal 

polarization becomes

in contrast to a value 1/3 (with an error from S  -  D  interference) for S-wave domi

nance. Further, from Eqns. (5.20), (5.28), we note that in A x dominance,

which makes the 5-wave amplitude five times larger than the D-wave amplitude — 

not quite what one would term ” S-wave dominance.”

5.5 Conclusion

We have carried out an analysis of the process D —> K 'p  in terms of the helicity, and 

partial-wave amplitudes. We used several models for the form factors, as well as their 

experimental values, when available, from semileptonic decays. A general feature of 

our calculation is that all the models, with the exception of the BFO model [29], are 

consistent with the expected threshold behavior |5 | >  \P\ > |D|. The BFO  model, 

on the other hand, gives |S| > \D\ > |P |. Even though in most models the D-wave 

amplitude is almost an order of magnitude smaller than the 5-wave amplitude, it 

could affect the polarization prediction significantly through 5  -  D interference.

As we see from Table 5.2, models BSWI, BSWII, AW, and ISGW grossly over

estimate the rate for D° —>■ K*~p+, while models CDD, BFO, and the model that 

uses experimental form factor input, more or less agree with the measured rate. For 

this decay mode, we trust the measurement of the longitudinal branching ratio as the 

identification of the transversity amplitudes in Ref. [7] is correct. Due to the large 

error in Pi,  and the uncertainty arising from the 5  — D interference, all models are 

consistent with the polarization measurement.

(5.41)

e ^ +  a  . , 2\ S oc — ^ A x ( r ) ,

(5.42)
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For the decay mode D+ —► K m0p+, all the models, with the exception of the BFO 

model [29], grossly overestimate the rate. Before one gets the impression that the BFO 

model does well, we would like to point out that its prediction for the form factor .42 

is in sharp disagreement with the measurements from the semileptonic decays. There 

are no direct measurements of the longitudinal (or transverse) polarization for this 

mode. The predicted values of the polarization in every model are almost the same 

as for the mode D° -> K*~p+.

For the decay mode D° —> K'°p°, BSWI and BSWII models predict a rate which 

is within 1.5 standard deviations from observed values. The remaining models, with 

the exception of the BFO model, predict a rate in agreement with data within one 

standard deviation. The BFO model underestimates the rate by three standard de

viations. The transverse rate has been measured [5], from which we have calculated 

the longitudinal polarization. The measured value of Pi has large errors, but it is 

consistent with the longitudinal polarization in D° —► K '~p+. Given the freedom of 

the S -D  interference, all models are consistent with the measured polarization. The 

predicted longitudinal polarization is almost decay-mode independent.

A final comment: Because of the misidentification of the S- and D-waves with the 

Lorentz structures in [7, 10], we do not trust the partial-wave branching ratios listed 

in [5]. For this reason the listings of and j | |  ratios in the last column of Tables 

5.2. 5.3. 5.4 have to be read with this caveat.
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Table 5.2: Decay rates for D° — > K*~p+. The values of T must be multiplied by 

10lls-1. The experimental values of Pi  are listed only if measurements of longitudinal 

or transverse branching ratios are available [5].

model r Pl 1£L
PI

ML
PI

B S W I 4.99 0.319 -  0.084 cos Ssd 4.3 10.6

B S W I I 4.96 0.313 -  0.071 cos Ssd 3.7 12.3

A W 4.63 0.316 -  0.122 cos Ssd 3.6 7.0

C D D G FN 2.20 0.315 -  0.127 cos Ssd 3.5 6.7

IS G W 4.56 0.324 — 0.108 cos SSD 4.7 8.3

BFO 1.03 0.418 -  0.417 cos Ssd 2.9 1.4

Exp.F[30] 2.20 0.315 -  0.127 cos Ssd 3.5 6.7

Expt. 1.47 ±  0.58 0.475 ±  0.271 — —

Table 5.3: Decay rates for D+ — »■ K*°p+. The values of T must be multiplied by 

10u s_ l. The experimental values of PL are listed only if measurements of longitudinal 

or transverse branching ratios are available [5].

model r Pl is1 
P! IS.Pl

B S W I 1.56 0.326 -  0.086 cos Ssd 5.5 10.6

B S W I I 1.54 0.325 — 0.079 cos Ssd 5.3 11.5

A W 1.50 0.319 — 0.141 cos Ssd 3.6 6.1

C D D G FN 0.409 0.318 -  0.128 cos Ssd 3.7 6.7

IS G W 1.69 0.333 — 0.129 cos Ssd 6.9 7.0

BFO 0.268 0.416 -  0.416 cos Ssd 2.8 1.4

Exp.F[30] 0.559 0.321 — 0.134 cos Ssd 4.0 6.5

Expt. 0.20 ± — > 2 [33] 1.3 ±

0.12 0.8 [33]
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Table 5.4: Decay rates for D° — > K*°p°. The values of T must be multiplied by 

10u s_ l. The experimental values of Pi are listed only if measurements of longitudinal 

or transverse branching ratios are available [5].

model r Pl i£L
IP!

!£L
|D|

B S W I 0.481 0.309 -  0.080 cos Ss d 3.4 10.7

B S W I I 0.488 0.249 — 0.060 cos Ss d 2.7 13.7

A W 0.426 0.314 -  0.097 cos S s d 3.6 8.9

C D D G FN 0.353 0.313 -  0.125 cos Ss d 3.3 6.8

IS G W 0.351 0.379 -  0.074 cos Ss d 3.1 11.5

BFO 0.124 0.420 — 0.419 cos Ss d 3.0 1.4

Exp.F[30] 0.267 0.307 -  0.119 cos Ss d 3.0 7.1

Expt. 0.354 ± o .o t r > 2.8 [33] 1.21 ±

0.080 0.23 [33]
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Chapter 6

Resonant final-state interactions in

D® —¥ K®r), K^rf Decays

6.1 Introduction

A common method of evaluating the matrix elements of two-body hadronic decays of 

heavy mesons, B  and D .  is based on the factorization approximation [1] which uti

lizes model form factors. However, this approximation has had only limited success in 

describing two-body hadronic decays of the D  meson [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], In particular, the 

factorization approximation not only underestimates the decay rates for D °  -> K ° t j  

and D °  -v K Qrf. it generates r(D° —> A'°r?) > r ( D °  -> K Qrf) in contradiction with 

the experiment [7]. In an attempt to remedy this discrepancy, Ref. [5] studied the 

above decays in the factorization approximation but included the annihilation term. 

They found that unlikely large form factors for K  -> tj and K  -> rf transitions were 

required in order to bridge the gap between theory and experiment. Ref. [6] on the 

other hand introduced nonfactorized contributions and used a flavor-5C/(3) param

eterization for the nonfactorized matrix elements to fit the data. Their conclusions 

imply a large value for the hair-pin amplitude.

Hadronic decays of mesons are complicated by the presence of final-state strong
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interactions (F S I ) between hadrons in the final state. The importance of F S I  in 

hadronic decays of D  meson has been known for a long time; its role was emphasized 

by several authors [8] almost twenty years ago. The long-range F S I  generates phases 

in the decay amplitudes [9] and the most dramatic effect of F S I  is induced by the 

interference between different isospin amplitudes which depends on the phase differ

ence [1, 8, 10] between different isospin amplitudes. In decays with a single isospin 

final state, as in D° -> K °tj and D° -» K°r)', isospin interference effects are absent. 

However, F S I  also leads to a change in the magnitude of the decay amplitude, and 

not simply a rotation in the complex amplitude plane. Hence we expect F S I  to affect 

the decay rates in single-isospin channel decays too.

In this chapter [11] we have considered the F S I  effect of #q(1950) resonance on 

D° K°r] and D° -> K 0tj' decays. The mechanism we are proposing for resonant 

F S I  is as follows: D° —► K°r) and D° —> K Qrf are color-suppressed decays in the 

factorization approximation, see (Fig. 6.1). The resonance #£(1950) has a substantial 

branching ratio (~ 50%) to Kn  mode, leaving room for its coupling to Krj and Kr( 
channels. We propose that the effect of #0(1950) on D° —► K°r) and D° -> # V  

could be estimated via the Feynman diagram shown in (Fig. 6.2) where in the loop we 

include both K~ir+ (color-favored decay) and #°7r° (color-suppressed decay) states. 

Such mechanism has been invoked in Ref. [12] in D° —► K°K° decay. However, 

in contrast to Ref. [12], where only the on-shell loop contribution is retained, we 

evaluate both on- and off-shell loop contributions in (Fig. 6.2).

Recently, Gronau [13] has also discussed the role of resonant FSI on D  decays. 

We relegate a discussion of these works [12,13], and their relationship to ours, to the 

last section of this chapter.
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6.2 Method of calculation

6.2.1 Calculation without final-state interactions

The decays D° —> K°tj and D° —► K°rf are Cabibbo-favored and are induced by the 

effective weak Hamiltonian Eq. (3.15):

‘H c f  —  G p [ a i ( t i d ) ( s c )  +  C a O g ] ,

%cs — G'p[a2(uc){sd) + C\0^ (6.1)

The quark diagram which contributes to D° -> K °t] and D° —> K Qrf decays is

shown in (Fig. 6.1). The physical particles 77 and rf are mixtures of the flavor-singlet 

770 and the flavor-octet r/8 given by (Appendix C):

770 =  I uu + dd + ss), 
v  3

rjs =  - 7 = | uu + dd — 2ss), (6.2)
v 6

with a mixing angle 9P =  -20° [14]:

77 =  %  cos 9P -  T]0  sin 9P (6.3)

77' =  778 sin 9P + 770 cos 9P. (6.4)

The factorized amplitude for the decay D° K °t7. K°tj' is given by (superscript /

refers to ’factorized')

Af (D° -¥ K°r]) = G'Fa2{K° \sd \0){T]\uc\D0),

Af {D° -> K°t}') = G'Fa2(A-° | sd | 0)(t?' | uc | £>°). (6.5)

In calculating the decay amplitude in Eq. (6.5), we use the following results,

(K{p) | (sd)M | 0) =  —i/ kPii (6.6)

Mp,) I (“c)M | D { j p D ) )  = ( ^ p d + P t ,  -  m D q2 ^ ( g 2)

+ ! ^ W V ) .  (6.7)
T
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c

D°

u

i  *

“ t}, rfu

Figure 6.1: Quark diagram contributing to the factorized amplitude A* for D° —► K°r) 

and D° -> K°rf.

where

Q =  P d  ~  Ptj, (6.8)

is the momentum transfer, /*• is the decay constant of the A' meson, FtDr,{q2), (i =

0,1) are invariant form factors defined in [15]. The factorized amplitudes for D° ->

K°r) and D° -*■ K °tj' are

A , [D°^>K°t]) =  -iG 'F^ |/(fS in9 '(m 5) -

A ' ( D ° - t K W )  = -iG'F^ ! Kc o s # ( m l - m '* ) F ? ' f (m l) .  (6.9)

where 6' is given by ( see Appendix C)

1 [2
sin d1 =  -^= cos dp -  y  -  sin 9P

cos#7 =  ^j^cosdp  +  i j^ s in d p .  (6.10)

The corresponding decay rates are given by

r '(£>“ -> £»!,) =  I A '(D ° -* K ° V )  I2

r'(D° -► i?y) = | A/(D° -> &V) [2 1^1, (6 .11)

where p, p ' are the center of mass momentum of the final state particle in the decay 

D° —>■ K°t) and D° -> K Qrf respectively; mo is the mass of the decaying D  meson.
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Figure 6.2: Resonant contribution to D° —¥ K°rj and D° —► K°t)'. The vertical 

dashed line represents the cut when the particles, Kn, in the loop are on-shell. The 

thick line represents the resonance 1^(1950), and the shaded circle represents the 

weak vertex V(k2).

6.2.2 Calculation with resonant final-state interactions

The resonances contributing to D° —>• K°t], K ° t ) '  must have isospin and spin-paritv as

signment I ( J P) =  |(0 +). /  =  1/2, because this resonance eventually decays through 

strong interaction into (R'ry) system which has I  = 1/2; J p = 0+, because it couples 

to D° which has spin 0 and decays via strong interactions into two pseudoscalar par

ticles forming an S-state. There are two particles, ^q(1950) and A'q(1430), with such 

properties [7]:

mi =  m*. =  1945 ±  10 ±  20 MeV, r t =  201 ±  34 ±  79 Me\

m2 =  m*. =  1429 ±  4 ±  5 MeV, T2 =  287 ±  10 ±  21 MeV. (6.12)

Although m2 4- ^  is much smaller than mo  and ^0(1430) decays almost exclusively 

to itK  channel, we cannot prejudice its effect to be insignificant in D° —> K°tj, K°rf

[16]. However, in this chapter we consider the contribution from ^ (1 9 5 0 ) only.

The contribution of Kq(1950) to D° -> K°r] and D° -> K°rf is represented by 

Feynman diagram shown in (Fig. 6.2), where in the loop we consider both the color- 

favored state K~ir+ and the color-suppressed state K av a. Evaluation of the diagram 

in (Fig. 6.2) gives the following amplitudes ( superscript r  and subscript —b, 00 refer
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to ’resonant’ and K  n+, K°ir° intermediate state, respectively)

/_+ x A 3!™ 9, (6.13)

with

(6.14)

and

S  /o o x .‘C ” s. (6.15)

with

(6.16)

where <7__ and 500 are the couplings of K  ir+ and A"°7r° states to /FgUQoO) and j  is

the coupling of K ° t ) ,  K ° t } '  state to Kg (1950), m u  is the resonance mass, F its width. 

iv is the four momentum of the decaying particle (w =  (m^.O) in the C.M.) and k

functions in isospin 1/2 state. They are related to the amplitudes A(D° —► K ~7r+) 

and A(D° -> K 0x°) and are evaluated in the following.

Although .4.1 + and .4q0 get contributions from color-favored and color-suppressed 

intermediate states respectively, they are not independent but are related by isospin 

and SU{3) symmetry as the following analysis elucidates.

Isospin Symmetry

As the resonance K q (1950) has isospin 1/2 and as strong interactions conserve isospin, 

only the isospin component A(1/2)(D ->• Kir) in the following will contribute to 

V _ + \k 2) and V ^ 2)(fc2). The isospin decomposition of the decay amplitudes,

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(6.17)

allows us to calculate A(1/2) which is needed as the input. For the color-favored 

intermediate state K ~ 7r+ we get from Eq. (6.17)

5 1 v i A (‘D° K
- * +) -  f y M D " K°Tt°) }, (6.18)

while for the color-suppressed intermediate state, we get

C 2,(*2) =  - ^ (,/2’

(6.19)

Therefore, isospin symmetry offers the following relation between the two vertex func

tions Vllf>(Jfc2) and Vqo/2\ k 2)

Vi1! 211 (k2) =  -  v/2VSJ/2) (A:2). (6.20)

Let us now turn to the strong decay of A'q(1950) to two pseudoscalar mesons.

SU (3) S ym m etry  and  S trong Decay o f Aq(1950)

Consider the strong decay of scalar octet particle 5  to two pseudoscalars octet parti

cles Pi and Pi

S - ^ P i  Pi (6.21)

where the pseudoscalar octet particles are given by

P =

K~

ir
rO

K +

+  %  K ° 

- f a *  )K°

(6 .22)
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The scalar octet S  has the same form as the octet P  with pseudoscalar parti cles 

replaced by the equivalent scalar particles. The strong Hamiltonian for the coupling 

in Eq. (6.21) is,

V-str -  9ijkPjPkSi, (6.23)

where i,j ,  k = 1,2,..., 8 is real constant and P,, P* and 5, are the meson fields. 

We need to choose (fo* such that the coupling in Eq. (6.23) is invariant under SU(3). 

The SU(3) group has two types of structure constants: dijk are symmetric, and f t]k 

are antisymmetric (see Appendix A). Thus, we have two types of couplings:

n.tr - (  * fiikPlPkSi F - ,y p e  , (6.24)
^ dijkPjPkSi D-type

where g is the strong coupling constant of two pseudoscalar octets to a scalar octet. 

The l / \ /2  in Eq. (6.24) was introduced for latter convenience. Since the coupling 

must be symmetric under the exchange of the two pseudoscalar particles P, «-> Pj the 

coupling must be of D-type. Using

dijk =  ^Pr({Aj, Afc}Aj). (6.25)

the pseudoscalar and scalar octet are given by

p  =

s = <6-26)
v  2 j=i

Aj, i =1, 2, ..., 8 are Gell-Mann matrices given in Appendix A. The SLr(3)-invariant 

strong Hamiltonian which couples a scalar octet S  to two pseudoscalars octets P  

reduce to the following form

n M = |r r ({p T,p T}S),

=  gTr(PTPTS). (6.27)
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From Eq. (6.27) we obtain the following relation for the strong coupling constants

9 =  9k^k - tt+ =  9-+,

= —\Pi gn-KOno = — y/2 goo,

= —y/6 g/c-K0,,, =  — y/6ga. (6.28)

From equations (6.14), (6.16) and (6.28), SU(3) symmetry gives the following relation 

between the strong amplitudes A i^0"9 and A ^ m9:

A strang  =  ^ t r a n g  ( 6 . 2 9 )

Hence, using equations (6.13), (6.15), (6.20) and (6.29) the resonant amplitudes Ar_+ 

and .4q0 are related by

Ar_+ =  2AS0, (6.30)

and the total resonant amplitude .4r is

Ap =

9 * * - +=  U '  (6.311

Because of Eq. (6.31), the calculation of the resonant amplitude Ar reduces to that of 

Ar_+ =  /_ +Ai+on9 given in Eq. (6.13). The amplitude Ar_+ have two parts, a strong 

part given by A!!™9 in Eq. (6.14) and a weak part given by

/  -  * f j ' k  (632)
~+ (2tt)4 J (k2 -  m2)((w -  k)2 -  m 2K) ' ( }

C alcu la tion  o f Ai%°"9

The resonant amplitude Ai+on9 depends on the strengths and the signs of strong 

coupling constants /  and g which we determine as follows. The decay rate of a scalar 

particle, of mass ms, decaying into two pseudoscalars is given by

T(S -> PP)  =  1 (6.33)
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For /̂ Tq(1950), we have the following measured branching ratio [7]

s =  B t(Kq ->  Kir) =  52 ±  14%. (6.34)

Using Eqs. (6.28), (6.33) and the central value of s in Eq. (6.34), we get

g =  ±2.707 GeV. (6.35)

Since the determination of the strong couplings

f  = (6.36)9 R 'R °r) — 9x)
r

> 9 R ^R °r f  =  9 if

is complicated by g — rf mixing and the fact that no measurements are available for 

the branching ratios B t{Kq —► Kg) and Br(A'g —> Kg'), we provide some details of

how we calculate gv and g^. We include 7 7 - 77 '  mixing in the strong decay of the

resonance as follows,

gv =  <7s cos dp -  g0 sin dp

9tf =  9s sin 6P + gQ cos 0P, (6.37)

where the octet coupling g% is determined from Eq (6.28) to be

98 = 9R^Ro m = -g/'Jb* (6.38)

and the unknown singlet coupling is <70 =  9 R ^ R ° t We treat the following unmeasured 

branching ratio sum as a variable,

r =  B r(^ o*(1950)-> AT77) +  Br(A0*(1950)-> AV)

-  r S S f (W*  + M * )' ( 6 ' 3 9 )

where p and p ' are center of mass momenta of the final state particle in the decays 

K q —► Kg  and K$ Kg', respectively. Since g& is known1 from flavor-S£/(3) sym

metry, we use Eqs. (6.37) and (6.39) to solve for the singlet coupling <70(7*) in terms of

1The results of this chapter were obtained using the positive value <7 =  2.707 GeV. We learn 

nothing new if the negative value of g is used. See Discussion.
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Figure 6.3: Plot for the two sets of solutions, p^(r),i =  1,2, as a function of the 

branching ratio sum r  =  Br(/^o(1950) —> K°ri) +  Br(ATo(1950) —► K Qrf). The thick 

and light parts of the curve correspond to g*(r) and p2(r), respectively.

r. We obtain two solutions for g0, denoted by Po(r M  =  1,2; we then substitute glQ{r) 

in Eq. (6.37) and get two sets of solutions ( ^ ( r ) , ^ ( r ) ) ,  i =  1,2. Their dependence 

on r is shown in (Fig. 6.3) and (Fig. 6.4). In order for the strong coupling constants 

gr,(r).grf{r ) to be real we find that we must have r  > 5%. We also, have the constraint 

r  +  s < 100%, which restricts the allowed range for r  to: (5% < r < 52%). Using 

Eqs. (6.14) and (6.28) with g =  2.707GeV, the amplitudes .Ai4!0"9 are found to be

.4l+tm9(A'077) =  -5.450*(r)exp(i52°),

Asl T™9{KQri) =  -5 .45^(r)exp(i52°). (6.40)

Calculation of /_+

For an explicit calculation of the weak amplitude I —b in Eq. (6.32) we require the 

momentum dependence of the vertex function Vi+2)(A:2). Hence, we rely on models 

and approximations. We assume the form dictated by the factorization assumption 

but with both tt and K  not necessarily on their mass-shells (see Ref. [17]),

Af (D° -¥ K~{p)%+{k)) =  -iG'paxf^imp -  p2) F f K{k2)
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Figure 6.4: Plot for the two sets of solutions, g^[r),i =  1,2, as a function of the 

branching ratio sum r  =  Br(A'o(1950) -* K°tj) +  Bt(Kq(19oO) -*■ The thick

and light parts of the curve correspond to g^(r) and <$(r), respectively.

.4'(D° -  A2) F ° V ) .

From Eqs. (6.18) and (6.41) we then obtain

(6.41)

V l'P’ffc2) =  - iG U ~ - ^ a ,/.(m !0 -  {w -  k f)F„DK(k1)

a2- ^ M m l - k 2)FQDm w - k ) 2) (6.42)

where p and k are four-momenta of K  and 7r mesons in the loop, respectively. They are 

related by momentum conservation at the vertex, w = p+ k.  Since in our calculation, 

the intermediate particles {K, w) are allowed to be off-shell, we have to assume a 

behavior of the form factors in the vertex function, Eq. (6.42), as the particles go off- 

shell. Form factors with a dipole dependence: F(fc^) =  (where A is fixed

by experiment) have been used in the past [18] to describe off-shellness of intermediate 

state particles. In this work we have used the following phenomenological form factor

F0DX(0)r D X
^0 (*2) =

(i -  £ ) U  -
(6.43)
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In principle, one could use two different mass scales, A* and A2. We chose to work 

with a single mass scale for simplicity2. Beside having a dipole dependence, this form 

factor satisfies the following limit: As K  goes on-shell i.e.

p2 =  (w -  k)2 — > m 2x  = m \ ,  (6.44)

the form factor in Eq. (6.43) reduces to the usual monopole form,

F„DK(*2) =  O ! ,  (6.45)
1 “  A*

with the pole mass A given in Ref. [15].

Furthermore, as the pseudoscalar particles in the loop go off-shell, the decay con

stants / x and Jk would also change. For large off-shell masses one knows from heavy 

quark effective theory that / x ~  - 7-  where q2 is the virtual mass squared of the
V <7

pseudoscalar particle. However, the integration is over a range where the particles

are not always far off-shell. Hence, we have chosen to use constant values for /*. and

/*•

Using the vertex function given in Eq. (6.42) in Eq. (6.32) we get the following 

integral, (to make the factorized amplitude real we drop a common factor of i from 

the amplitudes in Eqs. (6.9) and (6.41))

d4k-iG 'F [2 f  
(2tt)4 V 3 J {k2 — m2)((w -  k)2 -  m 2K)

^Lifn{m2D - ( w -  k)2)F ° K{k2)

—~j=/jc(mo -  k2)F°*((w -  fc)2) | , (6.46)

where d4k =  dk0(Fk, k2 =  k\ -  |k |2, and w =  (mo, 0). Using form factors as explained 

in the text, the integral /_+ reduces to the following form,

- a ,  A a 'F ^ I O )  [(m20 -  n 4 ) /f*  -  . (6.47)

2 The mass scale A in the factor F0DK is different from the A in the form factor F0D,r.
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where the integrals are given by

h  — 7 7 1 -------57772-------TT (^aa — I\K  ~  I*.\ +  I^k ) > (6.48)(A2 -  m2)(A2 -  m£.)

^ 2  / 1 5  o \ A-A / i o o \ -̂ AAi (6.49)(A2 -  m2) (A2 -  m2)

3̂ / * o 2\ "̂ AA / a 2 2\ ̂ A • (6.50)(A2 -  m£) (A2 -  m 2k)

The integrals with A having the appropriate mass given in Eq. (6.53).

The integral Ix y  has the generic form

,  . f  d k 0 d 3 k
X Y  l J  ( k 2  —  m x ) { ( w  -  k ) 2  —  m y )

First we integrate over d k o  in the complex plane with a contour closed in the lower 

half plane. We have used a mass scale Eq. (6.53) A > o +  m ^, therefore the 

integration over d3k is well defined for all the integrals except Ikk  which has a pole 

contributing to the imaginary part of /_+.

For numerical calculations we used the following parameters,

Vca =  0.974, Vud = 0.975.

/* = 0.131 GeV, f K =  0.160 GeV  (6.52)

and the pole mass A,

m(sc(0+)) =  2.6 GeV, m(dc(0+)) =  2.47 GeV. (6.53)

The above calculation leads to the following result,

/_+  =  10-3 G'f  {8.735F0DAr(0) +  1.769FoD,r(0)

+2(8.328F0D*(0) +  2.211FoDir(0))} GeV,

=  10-3 G'f ^ |F „ D't (0) 1 8 .735 +  1 - 7 6 9 ^ ^  +  <(8.328 +  2.211 ,

=  \I-+\exp(iS[) GeV. (6.54)
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The integral /_+ is obviously complex, the real part arising from the region where 

both 7r and K  are off-shell and the imaginary part coming from the region where both 

7r and K  are on-shell.

Now, model predictions [19] as well as experiments [20] give a ratio

F"O' (0> 1 ( R - l
w m  x- (6-o;>)

Consequently the phase ~  45° and it is insensitive to form factor-models. The

magnitude of /_+ depends on F0D*(0). We use the value F0DK(0) =  0.76 [19, 20] to

obtain

/_+ =  0.723 x 10_7exp(z45°) GeV. (6.56)

Finally the total resonant amplitude Ar is (in the following calculation all the 

amplitudes are scaled by a factor of 10-7),

-4!L+(£>0 -> K°tj) =  /_ + x Asl r™9 (K°Tj),

=  — 3.94p*(r)exp(z‘97°) GeV.

Ar_+(D° K ° ti' )  =  I - + x A M% n9 {K°rf)

= — 3.94p^/(r)exp(i97°) GeV, (6.57)

and the total resonant amplitude Ar,

=  —5.91<7*(rj/)(r)exp(i97°) GeV. (6.58)

Note that the amplitude Aatrons defined in Eq. (6.14) is complex; however, the phase

of .4r is not the phase of AstTOng. The total amplitude for D° —>• K ° t) ( t) ' )  is the

coherent sum

A = A f  + Ar. (6.59)
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Factorized Amplitude

For the purpose of comparison with experiment we have calculated the factorized 

amplitude As (D° -¥ Kt){t]')) using the following models for the form factors: i) 

Bauer, Stech and Wirbel (BSW) model [15], where an infinite momentum frame is 

used to calculate the form factors at q2 =  0, and a monopole form for q2 dependence is 

assumed to extrapolate all the form factors to the desired value of q2; ii) Casalbuoni. 

Deandrea, Di Bartolomeo, Feruglio, Gatto and Nardulli (CDDGFN) model [21], where 

the form factors are evaluated at q2 =  0 in an effective Lagrangian satisfying heavy 

quark spin-flavor symmetry in which light vector particles are introduced as gauge 

particles in a broken chiral symmetry. A monopole form is used for the q2 dependence. 

The experimental inputs for this model are from the semileptonic decay D —> nlu. 

and we have used the value of the form factors [22]

F,°*( 0) =  Fo° '(0 ),

=  0.83 ±  0.08, (6.60)

extracted from data, and decay constants [23],

I d, =  2 1 3 ^  ± 1 1 ,

5d =  1 9 4 ^  ± 1 0  MeV (6.61)

in calculating the weak coupling constants of the model at q2 = 0 [21] , which are 

subsequently used in evaluating the required form factors ; vi) Isgur, Scora, Grinstein 

and Wise (ISGW) model [24], where a non-relativistic quark model is used to calculate 

the form factors at zero recoil and an exponential q2 dependence, based on a potential- 

model calculation of the meson wave function, is use to extrapolate them to the desired 

q2; iv) Lubicz, Martinelli, McCarthy and Sachrajda (LMMS) model [25], where the 

form factors are obtained from lattice calculation of D meson semileptonic decays. 

The values of the form factors are presented in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Model predictions for the form factors : F ^ ^  \ m 2K), F ^ K(r\ 0) and the 

ratio pbxp} for the processes D° — >• K°rj, K k .

B S W I C D D FG N IS G W L M M S

F p ( m l ) 0.710 0.313 0.638 0.344

f f K * ) 0.683 - 0.937 0.240

F f« (0 ) 0.762 0.699 0.769 0.63

0.692 0.83 0.510 0.58
f P * { 0 )

o) 0.91 1.19 0.66 0.92

Table 6.2: Model predictions for the factorized amplitude A* for the process D° 

K°t) and D° — > K Qrf These values must be multiplied by a factor of 10-7GeV\

B S W I CD D FG N IS G W L M M Expt.[ 7]

A 1  (D° - 8.37 3.70 7.53 4.06 11.3 ± 0 .8

A*{D° - -+ A 'V ) 4.50 - 6.18 1.58 20.54 ±1.54

The factorized amplitudes with model form factors and the experimentally deter

mined amplitudes are presented in Table 6.2. The prediction for D° —> K t) amplitude 

is too low in every case; an enhancement of a factor of 1.5 to 3, depending on the 

model, is needed to match the experimental amplitude. For D° —► K t}', the situation 

is worse.

6.3.2 Resonant Amplitude

In the following we list the amplitude represented by the diagram of (Fig. 6.2) 

separately for the cases where the loop particles are on-shell and off-shell.
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6.3.3 On-shell contribution

The contribution to the resonant amplitude AT from on-shell loop particles is obtained 

by taking the imaginary part of the integral /_+. We get from eq. (6.31), (6.56) and 

(6.40),

Ar (on-shell) =  |t7 m (/_ +) x A 3* ™ 9

=  —4.18<7*(r|/)(r)exp(il420) GeV. (6.62)

6.3.4 Off-shell contribution

For the loop particles off-shell the resonant amplitude .4r is obtained by taking the 

real part of the integral /_+. We get,

Ar(of/-shell) =  ^R ea l(I .+) x AS1T™ 9

=  -4.18p‘(̂ )(r)exp(z'52°) GeV. (6.63)

Note that the on-shell contribution, Eq. (6.62), is of the same size as the off-shell. 

Eq. (6.63), but advanced by a phase of 90° which comes from the factor i. The on- 

shell and off-shell, amplitudes have the same magnitude but different phases, therefore 

including off-shell effect will modify both the amplitude and the phase of the resonant 

amplitude. The total resonant amplitude Ar is given by,

Ar = Ar (on-shell) + AT (of /-shell). (6.64)

Finally, the total decay amplitude is obtained by adding the factorized amplitude A* 

to the resonant amplitude Ar ,

A = Af  — 5.91 <̂ (jf,)(r)exp(i9T) GeV. (6.65)

Plots of the magnitude |A| =  |A 1  + Ar\ as a function of r  are given in (Fig. 6.5) and 

(Fig. 6.6) for the decays D  -> K°ri and D —r K°rf, respectively. In these figures we
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Table 6.3: Phases of the total resonant and on-shell amplitudes defined in Eqs. (6.58) 

and (6.62), respectively, as functions of r  for the processes D° — ► K 0 T ] ( r f ) .  Sr is the 

phase of .4r (Eq. (6.58)) and 8 m. aheii is the phase of Ar (on-shell) (Eq. (6.62)).

Solution Decay r 8r 8<m-sheU

D° (5 < t  < 35)% 97° 142°

i =  1 (35 < r  < 48)% (97 ± 1 8 0 )° (142 ±  180)°

D° — ► R ° if (5 < r  < 48)% (97 ± 1 8 0 )° (142 ±  180)°

i =  2 D° (5 <  r  <  48)% 97° 142°

D° — ± K Qi (5 < r  < 48)% 97° 142°

have used

AJ(D° -» K ° t] )  =  8.37 GeV,

A f (D° -> K ° t} ' )  =  4.5 GeV, (6.66)

as predicted in B S W  model only. We discuss the results in the next section.

6.3.5 Strong phases

The phase of the total resonant amplitude and the on-shell amplitude can be deter

mined from Eqs. (6.58) and (6.62), respectively. The sign of the coupling constant,

<7* and g ,̂ is important; a change in sign introduces a phase difference of 180° which

leads to a different pattern of interference (constructive or destructive) between the 

factorized amplitude A? and the resonant amplitude Ar. We use the graphs of (Fig. 

6.3) and (Fig. 6.4) to read the signs of g^r)  and <ty(r) and then determine the strong 

phase of the resonant amplitudes. The phases are summarized in Table 6.3.
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6.4 Discussion

The factorization prediction for the amplitude A(D° —> K°r}) is too low compared to 

the experimental data and the situation is even worse for A(D° —»■ K°rj') (see Table 

6.2).

Amplitudes with the inclusion of resonant F S I  (Eq. (6.65)) are plotted in (Fig.

6.5) and (Fig. 6.6) for A(DQ —► K°rj) and A(D° —► K°r]'), respectively. From (Fig.

6.5) we notice that for solution i = 1, A(D° —> K°r]) ~  A^(D° —► K°r}) over most of 

the range of r, except where r is low, r  < 14%, when A^(D° —> K°t]) gets a small 

enhancement over its factorized value, but stays below the experimental value. On 

the other hand, Fig. 6.6 shows that for solution i =  1, A{D° —> K Qrf) rises with r 

and fits the experiment in the range 30% < r <  42%. Although, for lower values of r 

.4(D° —> K°t)') is underestimated, it still gets large enhancement over its factorized 

value. Solution i = 1 does not accommodate a simultaneous fit to A(D° —> K°rj) and 

A{D° -+ K Qi ) -

As for solution i =  2, we notice from (Fig. 6.5) and (Fig. 6.6) that both A(D° —> 

K°r]) and A{D° —► K°rf) rise with r. In particular, a fit to A(D° —t K°rf) is secured 

for 6% < r < 20%. Despite the fact that in this range of r  A(D° —► A'0//) could 

be raised by almost 100% over its factorized value, it still remains well below its 

measured value. Again a simultaneous fit to .4(£>° —► K °tj) and .4(D° —> K Qrf) is 

eluded.

Recently Dai et al. [12] have used the same mechanism, but kept only the on-shell 

loop contribution to estimate the effect of resonant F S I  in the decay D° —► K°K°.  

Hence, contrary to our case, the strong phase is solely determined by the resonant 

propagator.

In a recent paper Gronau [13] has calculated the contribution of A'q(1430) in the 

direct channel (annihilation topology, as in our case) to D° —> K ~ x + decay in a 

model-independent way and found it to be a substantial fraction (~  20%) of the total 

amplitude (which is largely isospin 1/2). He argues that the effect of ATg(1950) on
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D° —>• K~ir+ decay could even be larger. The difference between his approach and 

ours (apart from the fact that we are dealing with different D° decay modes) is that 

we have used the factorized input for the weak transition D° —► #0(1950) through 

a 7tK  loop, while Ref. [13] uses current algebra, with smoothness assumption, to 

relate D° -> #q(1430) vertex to D+ -> #q(1430)7t+ measured rate. Thus while the 

D° —> #q(1950) vertex of Ref. [13] is assumed to be real, ours is complex. If our 

resonant contribution is equated to the W-exchange amplitude of Ref. [13], then 

clearly the resonant contribution has a phase around 90° (modulo 7r) relative to the 

tree amplitude (see Eq. (6.65)).

In summary we find that the resonant F S I  due to #q(1950) in the direct channel 

affects A(D  -> K°t)) and A(D  —> K°t}') significantly. However, a simultaneous fit to 

both decay amplitudes is not possible.

A final comment: We tried the same calculation with a negative sign for g, g =  

-2.707 GeV. Apart from leading to a phase shift of 180° in the strong phase 6 r. it 

did not change our conclusions. It was still impossible to fit both A(D  —► K°rj) and 

A(D  —► #°77') simultaneously.
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Figure 6.5: Plot of the magnitude of the total amplitude |.4| =  |.4^ +  .4r | in Eq. 

(6.65) for D° -»• K ° t ]  as a function of the branching ratio sum r =  5r(A^(1950) -> 

K ° t ] )  +  Sr(A'o(1950) —> K ° r } ' ) .  The thick and light parts of the curve correspond to 

the solution g* and g*. respectively. The shaded region represents the experimental 

value of the amplitude, the horizontal line represents the factorized amplitude .4^. 

The values on the y-axis must be multiplied by a factor of 10-7 GeV  to get the 

absolute magnitude of the decay amplitude.
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Figure 6.6: Plot of the magnitude of the total amplitude |.4| =  |.4^ +  .4r | in Eq. 

(6.65) for D° —> K qtj[ as a function of the branching ratio sum r =  Br(A'o(1950) -> 

K°tj) + fir(i?Q (1950) —> K Qrf). The thick and light parts of the curve correspond to 

the solution g^ and gjy, respectively. The shaded region represents the experimental 

value of the amplitude, the horizontal line represents the factorized amplitude .4^. 

The values on the y-axis must be multiplied by a factor of 10-7 GeV  to get the 

absolute magnitude of the decay amplitude.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

We have presented a formalism for the analysis of the weak decays of charm D  meson, 

to two vector mesons VI and V2: D  —► V { V 2 . The analysis includes the decay rate 

T(£> — > V1V2), the longitudinal polarization PL and the partial wave ratios 

Since the final state particles are produced in different correlated polarization states 

and the final state involves three invariant amplitudes, the formalism is based on the 

use of the helicity and partial wave amplitudes. In particular we have performed 

a thorough analysis of the decays D +  —> <j>p+, D °  —► K m~p+, D +  —»■ K ,0 p+, and 

D °  -> K*°p°.

We first considered the leading and next to leading order effective weak Hamil

tonian H  relevant for two-body hadronic decays of D mesons. We have updated the 

Wilson coefficients C\ and C2 using more recent data on the strong decay constant 

a ,. We used the factorization approximation to derive the hadronic weak matrix 

elements, A  =  (V1V2 | K  \ D), in terms of decay constants and Lorentz invariant 

form factors. Since the behavior of the form factors is not known at this stage we 

have relied on several theoretical models to evaluate these form factors. Finally, we 

have made a comparison with experiment. The analysis was carried as far as the 

experimental data would allow. We have made a critical evaluation of the data and 

point out some of its internal inconsistencies.
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The results show that the final state is predominantly an 5-wave and the interfer

ence between S  and D  waves has a large effect on the longitudinal polarization. The 

importance of this analysis is as follows:

1) It provides a clear presentation of the formalism: helicity, partial wave and 

transversity required not only for the theoretical analysis but also for the experimental 

analysis of the decay of a pseudoscalar meson to two vectors mesons.

2) The decays deal with charm mesons which are still of great interest to experi

mentalists as well as to theorists.

3) We have looked critically at the experimental data, which haven’t changed for 

almost a decade, especially D —► K*p, and showed their internal inconsistency as well 

as pointed out at least one possible source of error. This in turn might encourage the 

experimentalist to re-measure these decays more carefully.

4) Several models were used in the analysis; some of them agree better with ex

periments than others. This in turn might motivate the theorists to improve their 

models. In fact, we already received a communication from one of the authors sug

gesting how the predictability of their model can be improved by re-selecting the 

appropriate values for the parameters of the model.

The experimental analysis of D -> K ' p measurement of the branching ratio, 

partial-wave branching ratios, polarization etc.. is done by considering the resonant 

substructure of the four-body decays D  —> Kmrn  [1, 2]. Another example of multi

body hadronic decays of the D mesons is the three-body decay D -* K ttk. Although 

these decays account for a large fraction of the total hadronic width of the D  meson

[3], their theoretical as well as experimental understanding is still lacking [4, 5]. One of 

the main difficulties in the experimental studies of these decays is that, in addition to 

direct non-resonant amplitudes, there are several intermediate states contributing to 

their resonant substructure [6]. While models are used for the intermediate resonant 

decay amplitude in fitting the data, the direct non-resonant three-body and four-body 

decays amplitudes of D mesons are usually assumed to be constant.
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Recently, Bediaga et al. [5] have argued that an explanation of the discrepancy 

observed in the fit to the experimental data for D -> K n n  is the incorrect parameteri

zation of the non-resonant contribution. We have pointed out in a recent paper [4] the 

inconsistency of the data in D K tttctc especially in the channel D —y K*p -> K ttttz. 

But the non-resonant amplitude was assumed to be constant in fitting the data for 

the decay D —> Kmnr . So far no theoretical investigation of the validity of this 

assumption has been carried out.

Based on this work and the work presented in Ref. [5] it is essential to investigate 

the non-resonant amplitude and its contribution to the decay D  —► Kirnx and how 

that will influence contributions from other resonances. The approach for such study 

could be based on the factorization technique in conjunction with the quark model 

and chiral symmetry.

Charm meson decays are of considerable interest to both theoretical and exper

imental physicists. The data suffer from some internal inconsistency as pointed out 

in [4, 5]. We expect that further investigations will be carried out. This will help 

to clarify the complexity of four-body decays of the D meson and lead to careful 

re-measurement of the branching fraction and more precise analyses of the data on 

charm meson decays, especially D —> Krnnr.

We have estimated the final state interaction effects of the ATq (1950) resonance on 

D° -* K °t), D° —► K°t]' decays via a Feynman diagram approach using a factorized 

input for D° -> /Cq(1950) weak transition through a n K  loop. Both on-shell and 

off-shell contributions from the loop were calculated as well as the strong phase of 

the resonant amplitude. Numerical calculations show that, although a simultanoues 

fit of both decays was not possible, the resonant final state interactions is significant 

in these decays.

The model we proposed for resonant final state interactions can be extended, as 

proposed in Ref. [7] to include additional intermediate states, in the loop, including 

higher excitations of kaons and pions.
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Appendix A 

S U ( 3) Symmetry

The generators of the SU(3) group consist of traceless unitary matrices of order 3 

with determinant +1. The generators of the group are defined by 1

F  =  —
1  2 ’

where A* are the Gell-Mann matrices given by

Ai —

Aj —

A7 =

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

0 0 0

0 0 1 

0 0 0 

1 0 0
)

0 0 0 

0 0 - i  

0 i 0

\ /  _ \ /

0 1 0

II * 0 0 » A3 =

, 0 0 0/ V / V
\ /1100

» A5 = 0 0 0 O) II

, i 0 0 ,

1 0 0

0 - 1 0  

0 0 0

0 0 0 

0 0 1 

0 1 0

\

Ah =  —=
v 3

They satisfy the commutation relations,

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 - 2

[A,-, Aj] —

LM. Greiner, Quantum Mechanics symmetries, second edition (Springer-Verlag 1994)
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and the anticommutation relations

{Ai, Xj } =  - 6 {j +  2dijkXk, (A.4)

where dy* and f tjk are the SU(3) structure constants. They are given by

h k  = jTrdAi.AjlAO,

dijt =  j J ’r ( { A j , A i } A i ) .  ( A . o )

Equations A.5 show that

fijk = ~fjik =  — fikji

dijk =  djik = dikj. (A.6)

Therefore f^k  are totally antisymmetric in all indices while d^k are totally symmetric. 

The non-vanishing /*_,* and di}k are given in Table A.I.

The matrices A', i =  1, ...,8 satisfy the relation

A q # A g  4" 2 Sas8-j0, (A.7)

We can extend the algebra to a nonet symmetry2 by introducing the matrix

/  \ 
1 0  0

0 1 0 

0 0 1
■Jl (A.8)

where I3 is the 3 x 3  unit matrix. The anticommutation relations in Eq.A.4 remain 

valid with

dojk =  f Qjk =  0. (A.9)

2D. Bailin, Weak Interactions, second edition (Adam Hilger Ltd 1982)
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Table A.l: The non-vanishing symmetric and antisymmetric structure constants dy* 

and f^k  for SU(3) group.

i jk fijk ijk dijk

123 1 118 1 /n/3

147 1/2 146 1/2

156 -1/2 157 1/2

246 1/2 228 l / y / l
257 1/2 247 -1/2

345 1/2 256 1/2

367 -1/2 338 l/v 'S

458 \/5/2 344 1/2

678 n/3 /2 355 1/2

366 -1/2

377 -1/2

448 -1/(2 n/3)

558 -1/(2 n/3)

668 -1/(2 V3)

778 -1/(2 n/3)

888 1/ n/3
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Appendix B 

Helicity Formalism

B .l Single Particle State

The state of a particle of mass m  and momentum k =  (|k|, 0, p) is represented by

l|k |,0  , p, J, Jz). The angular momentum J is given by

J  — L + s, Jz =  Lz +  sz, (B.l)

where L and s are the orbital and spin angular momentum.

In the rest frame of the particle, L =  Lz =  0, the state is |k =  0, J ,s z). 

Boosting the particle along the z-axis, we obtain the state ||k |, 0,0, J, sz). The angular 

momentum along the z-axis is unchanged by the boost. In what follows we use A to 

represent the angular momentum along the direction of motion, therefore

Equation (B.2) shows that A is invariant under rotation.

The general state | |k|, 9, p, J , A) is obtained by performing a rotation of the boosted 

state |[kj, 0,0,«/, A) as follows

||k |, 9, ¥?, J, A> =  t % ,  9,0) ||k |, 0,0, J, A), (B.3)
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where the unitary operator U(a, /3,7) is given by

U(ot,/3,y) = exp(-io tJz)e x p (—if3Jv)e x p (- i 'y J z) 

=  Uz(a)Uy(P)Uz( 7 ), (B.4)

Jy and Jz are the usual generators of the rotation group and a , 0, 7 are rotation 

angles about y and z-axis respectively. Such a state where the spin component along 

the direction of motion is specified is known as helicity eigenstate.

B.1.1 Spin 1 particle

A spin one particle at rest has three orthogonal states ||k|, J, Jz) =  |0 .1, +1), |0 ,1, -1 ) . |0. 

A commonly used basis is |[k|, «/2):

|0, + 1) =  e(+) — ^ = ( l , i , 0),

|0, - 1) =  e (-)  =  - ^ ( l , - i , 0), 

|0, 0) =  e(0) =  (0,0,1), (B.5)

where e is the polarization vector. Boosting the particle along z direction, the polar

ization vector will develop a fourth component which is given, according to Lorentz 

transformation, by

4  =  7(e* +  ueo) (B.6)

where

1 E'Y
m

m
(B.7)
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The boosted polarization vectors are

e 'M  =  ^ ( 0 ,M ,0 ) ,

£' (_ ) =  T f* 0’ 1’ -* ’01’

£-(0) =  —(|k |,0 ,0, E). (B.8)
m

B.2 Two Particles State

In the center of mass kx =  - k 2 =  k the two particles state is given by

| k i ,  J i ,  A i ) | k 2, J2 ,  A2 ) =  | k i k 2 , J 1 J 2 ,  A1A2) ,

=  \\k\0ip,JlJ2, \ l \ 2). (B.9)

Choosing k in 2-direction, the helicity state for the two particles is represented by

|kik2, J\ Ji, AiA2) =  |kz, J\ J2, AiA2)

=  I At A2) (B.10)

These states are related to the angular momentum state | JM Ls)  where J  =  L +  s. 

s = S \+  si and M  =  by1

lAiA2 ) = E y ^ ^ ( I s L IA|JA)(s1s2,A1,-A 2|sA)|JMLs) (B .ll)

where L t =  0, A =  At -  A2 and (LsLt X\JX), (sis2, Ax,-A 2|sA) are Clebsch-Gordan 

coefiicients.

B.2.1 Two Spin One Particles

In the center of mass frame, the four momenta of the two particles are given by

=  ( ^ ,0 ,0 ,  |k|),

‘A. D. Martin and T. D. Spearman, Elementary Particle Theory (north-Holland 1970).
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k2 =  (£2, 0, 0, —|k|),

K  =  k\ k2  

=  ( m F , 0, 0, 0)

Using Eqns. (B.3) and (B.8) the corresponding polarization vectors are

C\{+,Q =  <£ =  0) =  f i (+ )  = -^ = (0 ,  l ,z,  0),

€ i{-,0  = <p = 0 ) =  e i( -)  =  - ^ ( 0 ,1 , - i ,0 ) ,

€i(0,& =  <£ =  0) =  d(0) =  —  ( |k |,0 ,0 ,£ ) ,
T T l \

e2(+, 0 =  7T, V? =  0) =  f2(+) =  ^ = (0 ,—l,i ,  0),

e2( - ,0  = 7T,(p = 0) =  e2(—) =  -^ (0 ,  -1 , —i, 0),

e2 (0,d =  7r, v? =  0) =  <r2(0) =  —  ( - |k |,0 ,0 ,£ ) .m 2

Useful relations

The four dimensional antisymetric tensor is defined by:

f — - p pup<r

and.

1 {pt/pa} are even permutation of {0,1,2,3}

E»upa =  — 1 {fit/pa} are odd permutation of (0,1,2,3}

0 otherwise.

Thus we have

p p’pemu Kplca —  EftvpffZ 1 C2  XV /C2  — - £ ^ er (0 )e r (0 )mF|k|

-s-2io3cI2(0)e$1(0 )^ F |k |

0,
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«;(0).e5(0) =  - |k |' + f l£ 2 . (B.17)TTl\TTl2

+ y  = - W ( ” ; - a ) - M f t f W (mf  +  £ , ) + H £ . \
m F +  m2 m2(mF +  m2) \m i  m i J

- 2f ^  (B.18)
mim2(mF +  m2)

m2f =  (£ x +  £ 2)2 =  m2 +  |k |2 +  m l +  |k |2 +  2 E 1E 2 ,

E iE 2 + |k|2 

|k|2

m.p — — m.2

a^ T  [(mF - r n { - m l ) 2 -  Am\m

=  ^ 7  [(mF "  (m i +  m2)2) (™f “  (m i “  ra2)2)] • (B.19)

etlup<rer(± )ell' ( ± ) K %  =  - e MI/03 c r (± )e r (± )^ F |k |

=  - ( ^ ( ^ ( i ^ i W l k l

- F 2 i 0 3 c t 2 ( ± ) e 2 l ( ± ) ^ F | k |

=  [ -e j!(± )e?(± ) + e ;2(±)e;l (±)] m F|k|

=  Tim F|k|, (B.20)

e;(±).eS(±) = 1, 
e'2 ( ± ) . ( K - k 2) =  0,

e\(±).(K  + k2 ) =  0 (B.21)

For two spin one particles there are three possible spins

s =  Si © s2

=  0,1,2. (B.22)
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With the constraints of angular-momentum J =  0 we must have

L =  0, 1, 2,

Ai =  A2 =  +1, —1,0. (B.23)

Thus, there are three helicity states:

fAiA2) =  | +  +)> I  )> |00), (B.24)

and three angular momentum states:

\JMLs)  =  | Is ) ,

=  100), |11), |22), (B.25)

corresponding to 5, P, and D waves. According to Eq. (B .ll) we have the following

relations between the helicity states of Eq. (B.24) and the angular momentum states

of Eq. (B.25)

l +  + > -  7 I s + T 2P + 7 E d - 

-  7 z s - T 2 P + T e D -

|00) =  - - L s + ^ D .  (B.26)
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Appendix C 

77 and rf particles

The physical states 77 and rf are given by 1

77 =  778 cos Qp — t}\ sin dp,

rf =  778 sin0p +  77j cosflp, (C.l)

where the flavor-singlet, rji, and flavor-octet, t)&, states are defined as

771 =  ~^= \uu + dd + ss)
v3

778 =  ~^\uu +  dd - 2 ss), (C.2)
v6

and 9p is the mixing angle.

Using Eqs. (C.l) and (C.2) the state 77 and rf can be arranged in the following 

form

77 =  +  dd)sin5/ -  |ss)co s0\  (C.3)
V2

rf =  +  dd) cos Of +  |ss) sin ff, (C.4)
V2

where

sm Of =  cos dp sin Op,

1 Particle Data Group, C. Caso et al., Eur. Phys. J. C3, 1 (1998)
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cos 9' =

with Op ~  —20°,

143

sin(35.26 — 9p),

2 1 - -  cos Op +  —j=  sin Op,

cos(35.26 — Op).

& »  55.26°.

(C.5)

(C.6)
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